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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to Executive Order (E.O.) 12472 and National Security
Decision Directive 97 (NSOD-97), the Office of the Manager, National
Communications System (OMNCS) has begun an electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
mitigation program. The objective of this program is the removal of
EMP as a significant impediment to timely re-establishment of regional
and national telecommunications following an attack against the United
States that includes high altitude nuclear detonations. The methodology for developing an EMP mitigation program plan was described in the
NCS report "Electromagnetic Pulse Mitigation Program Approach" of July
1982. The program approach involves estimating the effects of EMP on
telecommunications capabilities, assessing the impact of available EMP
mitigation alternatives, and developing a comprehensive plan for implementing mitigation alternatives.
PROGRAM APPROACH
The approach to the NCS EMP mitigation program is illustrated in
Exhibit ES-I. This approach is composed of the following activities:
*

Identifying critical telecommunications assets

.

Evaluating the effects of EMP on selected network elements
Evaluating the effects of EMP on selected telecommunications
networks
Assessing alternative strategies for mitigating the effects of
EMP.

The second activity is the subject of current efforts. The other
three activities are addressed in current and future efforts.

IL

The first activity is the Identification of critical
telecommunications assets based on postulated National Security and
Emergency Preparedness (NSEP) telecommunications requirements. These
requirements result from consideration of the evolving NSEP Telecommunications Architecture and National Security Telecommunications Policy
(NSTP) initiatives such as the Nationwide Emergency Telecommunications
Focusing on these requirements will emphasize the asSystem (NETS).
sets of greatest concern to NCS efforts, bound the effort required in
this assessment, and preclude analysis of nonessential equipment.
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The second activity is the estimation of the EMP effects on selected
network elements. In this activity, each selected asset is characterized from an EMP perspective. Applicable EMP test data and the standards and practices used by the telecommunizations industry are analyzed. The results of this activity are estimates of the EMP responses
of the selected network elements to EMP and recommendations for further
analysis and testing to resolve remaining issues.
The third activity will evaluate the effects of EMP on
telecommunications nctworks. Design approaches of interest to current
NSTP initiatives and NSEP architectural analyses are reflected in the
topologies of the networks evaluated; the results of the second activity are used to determine the EMP responses of the nodes and links of
the networks evaluated. The results of this activity will be estimates
of the responses of selected telecommunications networks to EMP, indications of the inherent survivability of network topologies of interest
to NSEP telecommunications planners, and further guidance to EMP test
planners.
The fourth activity will assess alternative EMP mitigation
strategies. Various alternatives for mitigating the effects of EMP on
national telecommunications capabilities can be identified for consideration in the assessment process. Based on the results of the networklevel EMP evaluations and inputs from the National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee, the costs, benefits, and risks of Implementation of each of the identified mitigation alternatives will be determined. This activity will result in a recommended composite strategy
for the mitigation of the effects of EMP on regional and national telecommunications capabilities.
SCOPE OF REPORT
This report focuses on the estimation of the effects of EMP on
selected telecommunications assets. The list of critical assets identified in previous reports is refined to reflect the proposed NETS network designs. The threat considered for the EMP effects evaluation is
the 50 kV/m double exponential description of the early time portion of
the high altitude EMP (HEMP)* pulse (Ref. 1) which represents the most
significant EMP threat to telecommunications assets. Intermediate time
EMP and magnetohydrodynamic EMP (MHD EMP) effects are not explicitly
evaluated in this report. This report is also limited to typical installations of the selected assets; although versions of some equipment
that have been explicitly hardened against EMP effects exist, these versions are not considered for this analysis.

V
00

CRITICAL ASSET IDENTIFICATION
The list of critical assets identified in previous reports for this
program are refined in this report to reflect the proposed NETS network
*

Throughout the report, the terms HEMP and EMP are both used to refer

to this double exponential pulse.
ES-3
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designs. Assets are chosen from that list of assets for inclusion in
this report based on currently available test data and theoretical analysts; the remaining assets will be evaluated as data becom jvallable.
The stchng systems evaluated in this report are the 4ESSIMand
SESSm~systems. The transmission facilities evaluated in this report
are the TI and FT3C carrier systems, the L4 and L5 coaxial cable systems, and the TD-2 microwave system. Network signaling and synchroniation are also evaluated based on their system designs and their dependence on the other assets evaluated.

5
I
I

EVALUATION OF EMP EFFECTS
The evaluation of the effects of EMP cn the selected assets
riuires the electromagnetic couplini characterization of each asset
and then the identification of signi icant parameters affecting EMP responses of telecomunications assets along with determination of typical stress levels. The HEMP threat Is described, includin its origin
and the characteristics of the electromagnetic field. Various EMP effects are characterized, Including direct illumination effects, couling to aerial and buried cables, and coupling to vertical structures.
he mitigating effects of typical construction and Installation practices on EMP- nduced stress levels is evaluated, including the effectiveness of the shielding provided by building walls and cable sheaths,
of grounding and bonding practices, and the use of surgelimiting and
filtering devices. Bot good and bad practices are discussed for use
in the subsequent analyses of the selected assets.

I

U

The evaluation of the effects of EMP on the selected assets uses
available test data, theoretical analyses, stress level calculations,
and the standards and practices of the telecommunication industry.
Test reports and analyses are analyzed to verify approach, results and
conclusions. The EMP threat description used is compared to the
50 kV/m double exponential pulse description and measured or predicted
stress levels are compared to those predicted in this report. The
equipment configurations are compared to typical Installations of the
selected assets. Based on these comparisons, the results of the tests
and theoretical analyses are used to draw conclusions about typical
configurations of the assets.
The standards and practices used by the telecommunications industry
are used where available test data and theoretical analyses are insufficient to draw conclusions. The standards and practices define typical
installation procedures, operational limits, required electromagnetic
protection, and typical noise and transient Lvels. These standards
and practices do not typically deal with EMP; however, lightning induced transients and electromagnetic interference are frequently addressed. Each applicable standard or practice is analyzed to determine
the effect its implementation has on the EMP response of the selected
network elements. The results of the evaluation of standards and practices are combined with available test data and theoretical analyses to
arrive at the conclusions presented in this report.
TMTrademark of Western Electric Co.,

Inc.
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CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions concernin' the effects of EMP on selected network
"elements follow:
The unhardened T1 carrier svstem is vulnerable to the effects
-fHEM.
TI system element3 have been exposed to simulated
low-level HEMP fields; the results were then analytically

extrapolated to full threat values.

Lightning protected

repeaters were not damaged; test results for repeaters without
lilhtning protection are inconclusive. 04 channel banks
suffered significant damage during testing at transient stress
levels that could occur in the central office environment;
however, further tests and analyses are required to determine
the applicability of these results to typical 04 installations. A hardened TI carrier system, including EMPprotected D4 channel banks and repeaters, was tested at field
strengths up to 80 kV/m and proved robust to the effects of
HEMP.
The FT3C multi-mode syvtem Is vulnerable to the effects of
HfEM. Threat-level fields and injected currents did not
produce any signal disruptions or service-affecting hardware
damage during testing of the optical cable and splice case;
both elements appear to be survivable to the effects of HEMP.
Available test data on the survivability of CO and LRS
equipment are inconclusive, since threat-level currents were
not injected into all subsystems. Unmodified power converters
were shown to be vulnerable to threat-level transients. Power
converters incorporating several hardware modifications proved
robust, although the test configurations using modified power
converters were not typical of most LRSs and COs. The
modified power converters, therefore, can not be considered
survivable to EMP based on available test data. Because both
line repeater station (LRS) and central office (CO) equipment
rely upon the power converters to power them, the entire FT3C
system must be considered vulnerable.
The L4 and L5 systems are robust to HEMP effects, These
systems are designed for survival in a nuclear environment;
all cable is buried and repeaters are well bonded and well
grounded. Detailed computer analyses and HEMP simulation
tests indicate that although some temporary system outages
will occur, no equipment will be damaged as a result of HEMP.
The TD-2 microwave radio system is survivable tgo HEMP
effects. Threat level, free-field HEMP simulation testing has
produced upsets such as the activation of protection switching
and frequency shifting, but has produced no failures. Lowlevel current-injection tests caused no failures; high-level
testing has not been done. However, comparison of predicted
HEMP-Induced currents to expected lightning-induced transients
on microwave towers indicates that TD-2 systems are also survivable against conducted transients.
ES-5
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The SESS switchino system is vulnerabla to th! efg.toaff
. .hl.E;Several

erviceaffecting hirdwe

under eXposUre to thretlevel fields.

fait lures occurd

With several hardware

modifications In place, the hardened BESS switch suffered no
permanent hardware damage although a significant number of
calls were dropped and cail processing capability was reduced.
Manual recovery was required to restore call processing efficiency to greater than 99%; however, most central offices housIng 5ESS switches are not stffed.iAnd the syrvlvabtlity of reSmote inks has not been demonstrated. To ensure the survivabillty of a particular 5ESS system requires verification that
the identified hardware modifications have been installed and
verification that either the site will be staffed or that a
survivable remote link has been established.
v4l&t4na tet
data on th 4ESS wttc
tnasse
r
insufficien

Woass
t vulnraility- td HP

I

o,tests or

B

I

HEP response of t e 4ESS system
exist; the results of the BESS system assessment cannot be applied to the 4ESS system. In the absence of test data, no definite conclusions can be drawn.
theoretical ina ysisof the

RECOMMENATIONS.The recommendations concerning future efforts in this program
follow:
The-offet
fHM on the 4ESS switchtna systems should bedetermiethuh testmad analysis. The configuration it-

*1,

sessed should include tycl
line termination equipment and
appropriatel placed lightning rotection devices. T pical
lengths
included.of the Peripheral Unit ius (PUB) should also ge
The results of the current study to determine the sensitivltv
of the network-level HEMP-effects mode] should be used to
identify and orioritize critical telecommunications assets.
The NCS has developed a model to predict the effects of HEMPinduced equipment failures on telecommunications networks.
Current efforts include a study to determine the sensitivity
of predicted network performance to input data. The telecommunications equipment critical to the NSEP capabilities of the
NCS should be identified and prioritized based on the results
of the sensitivity study. This prioritization should be used
as a basis for allocating resources for future tests and analysis of telecommunications equipment in support of this program.
Remaoingin

ssues concerning BESS switching systems should be

resolved by testing and inalvsii. The survivability of remote
links to BESS sites should be determined. Further testing of
existing BESS power system rectifiers is needed to verify
their survivability. Several new models of rectifiers are
planned for use in future BESS power systems; these rectifiers
ES-6
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must be thoroughly tested before any system in which these are
used can be.considered.survivable to EMP.
A.
"
m~i i nt n i s su e s cate ni a T3 c ar r ier s ys t e ms s ho ul d b e
RR
~Threat-level currents
ad btatting and nAvW11.
;n LRS equipment subsystems,
C and
ected into a
should be
so that their survivability can be determined, Further testing of EMP-hardened power converters using test configurations
typical of most LRSs and COs is needed to verify their survivability to EMP.: SiJpan.nda
L
fiber optic systems shouldbe
tested to assess their survivability to EMP, and a comparison
should be made to the results of the FT3C MuIU..nid2 system
assessment.
The HEMP resoonse of TD-3 microwv systems should be

=

evaluated through test &no &n
. The TD-2 microwave system Is based on vacuum tube technology; the TD-3 system is a
solid state replacement for the TO-2 system. Solid state components tend to be less survivable than their vacuum tube
equivalents. This evaluation is required to determine if the
TD-3 system is as robust as the TD-2 system.
sUs
U S~Romainna
n.elnan TI carrier systems should be
"resoved by sitigg And
lni4.
Typical TI line repeaters
that do not have lightnno protection need to be tested since
not all repeaters in the
will1SN
have lightning protection.
In addition, typical splice case configurations need to be
tested with current injection on the sheath, as coupling to
signal wires from bond strips can be a significant part of the
threat to T1 line and office equipment.
romnd f#erent vendors
oonseiS• of similar eAuM entf
tln oilt ro,1hould bo Aanlyzed to evaluate methods Of
sulte for line system to tht surlivaibitt of nother, Various
I e EMP

-

vendors manufacture similar equipment for the te ecommunications industry, e.g., TI line termination equipment, channel
banks, and local, digital switching systems. The ability to
relate the survivability of similar pieces of equipment would
"minimize the amount of testing required to assess the effects
of HEMP on telecommunications networks.
present-Anlsi
S~~~The
shul be xtnded
U
to include the now
Oe~ortment of Defense approved HEMP threat (Rat, L., The
analysis should include the early time, mid-time, and late
time (MHD EMP) effects. The faster rise time of the new
threat can create higher peak level transients on cables and
antenna leads. The MHO EMP can create large transients on
very long cables. These effects may create additional EMP
vulnerabilities in telecommunications assets.
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In response to Executive Order (E.O.) 12472 and National Security
Decision Directive 97 (NSDD-97), the Office of the Manager, National '
Communications System (OMNCS) has begun an electromagnetin pulse (EMP)
mitigation program. The objective of this program is the removal of
EMP as a significant impediment to timely re-establishment of regional
and national telecommunications following an attack against the United
States that includes high altitude nuclear detonations. The methodology for developing an EMP mitigation program plan was described in the
NCS report "Electromagetic Pulse Mitigatlon Program Approach" of July
1982. In that document, essential program steps were defined as:
identification of Public Switched Network (PSN) assets critical for
reconstitution, estimation of the effects of EMP on these assets and
the networks in which they are embedded, assessment of the impact of
available EMP mitigation alternatives, and development of a comprehensive plan for implementing mitigation alternatives.

1.1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report Is to present the results of analyses
of the effects of EMP on selected elements within the nation's telecommunications networks. These results are required for the next step in
the EMP mitigation program, in which the network-level effects of EMP
on selected telecommunications networks are to be evaluated. This report also provides guidance for future EMP testing and analysis of telecommunications network elements.

1.2
This report focuses on the estimation of the effects of EMP on
selected telecommunications assets. The list of critical assets identified in previous reports is refined to reflect evolving NSEP telecommunications capabilities, especially proposed NETS network designs. The
threat considered for the EMP effects evaluation is the 50 kV/m double
exponential description of the early time portion of the high altitude
EMP (HEMP)* pulse (Ref. 1). Because intermediate time EMP and magnetohydrodynamic EMP (MHOEMP) affect fewer types of telecommunications
equipment, equipment responses to these EMP components are not evaluated. The discussions in this report are also limited to typical installations of the selected assets; although versions of some equipment
that have been explicitly hardened against EMP effects exist, these versions are not considered for this analysis.
* Throughout this report, the terms EMP and HEMP are both used to
refer to this double exponential pulse description of the early time
portion of the HEMP threat.
I-2 I
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a
1.3

ORGANIION

Chapter 2.0 describes the context of the current analysis and
provides details on the approach for evaluating network elements. The
unique feature of the approach is that design and construction standards and practices are used in conjunction with EMP test data to draw
conclusions about specific types of telecommunications equipment. This
obviates the requirement for a costly, site-by-tite EMP assessment.
Chapter 3.0 Identifies telecommunications assets critical to
continued connectivity within the PSN and lists the specific e uipment
types evaluated in this analysis. Equipment is identified in our categories: switching, transmission, synchronization, and signaling.
Chapter 4.0 characterizes the electrical transients induced by
HEMP on telecommunications assets. The estimated transient levels are
based on EMP simulator test data supplemented by analysis. Significant
physical parameters affecting these transients and the standards and
ractices used to mitigate conventional transients (i.e., lightning,
FI, power faults) are also discussed. Good EMP protection practices
are presented for comparison with conventional protection techniques
and for reference in the assessments presented In Chapters 5.0 and 6.0.
In Chapter 5.0, transmission facilities are evaluated to estimate
HEMP responses; switching systems are evaluated in Chapter 6.0. In
each chapter, the important HEMP coupling modes and paths are defined
and HEMP induced stress levels are estimated; these stress levels are
compared to equipment susceptibility levels to assess HEMP effects.
These assessments incorporate results of HEMP simulition test programs,
results of previous theoretical analyses, and standards and practices
used L~y the telecommunications Industry.

I

U

Conclusions and recommendations are presented In Chapter 7.0.
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2.0

EMP EVALUATION DESCRIPTION

The estimated effects of EMP on the selected network assets
resented in this report are part of a more comprehensive analysis of
MP ffects of concern to NSEP telecommunications planners. This overall analysis is actually composed of four distinct but interrelated activities:
.

Identification of critical telecommunications assets

#

Evaluation of the effects of EMP on selected network elements

0

Evaluation of the effects of EMP on networks of interest to
NSEP telecommunications planners
Assessment of alternative strategies for mitigating the
effects of EMP.

Each activity is described in this chapter. Particular attention is
given to the methodology used in the current evaluation of selected
"network elements.
Exhibit 2-1 illustrates the overall approach to
evaluating the effects of EMP on telecommunications systems and their
network elements.
2.1

IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL ASSETS

The first step in the overall assessment of the effects of EMP is
to identify generic types of equipment, i.e., critical assets, based on
postulated NSEP telecommunications capabilities within the PSN. These
capabilities result from consideration of the evolving NSEP Telecommunications Architecture, and National Security Telecommunications Policy
(NSTP) initiatives such as the Nationwide Emergency Telecommunications
System (NETS).
Detailed assessment of the effects of EMP is limited to
those assets considered critical to the reconstitution of nationwide
telecommunications connectivity. Focusing on these critical assets emphasizes the asiets of major concern to NCS efforts, sets limits on the
required effort, and precludes the analysis of nonessential equipment.
Critical telecommunications assets were identified in a previous
study (Ref. 3).
That list has been updated to reflect new information
on the functions and structure of the PSN, and the requirements for
current NCS technical initiatives. The critical assets used for this
assessment are presented in Chapter 3.0.

!mS
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EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF EMP ON NETWORK ELEMENTS

2.2

The second step in the overall evaluation, and the main subject of
this report, is an evaluation of the effects of EMP on selected telecommunications assets used by the nation's local and interexchange carProceeding from the identification of critical assets, the evalriers.
uation approach used in this analysis consists of the following basic
elements:
Characterization of assets from an EMP perspective
Identification of engineering standards and practices
Evaluation of EMP effects on selected assets.

*
*

The approach is shown in Exhibit 2-2.
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EXHIBIT 2-2.

Approach To The Assessment Of
EMP Effects On Network Elements.

The result of this analysis is an estimate of the HEMP-induced
effects on specific types of equipment (e.g., 4ESS or 5ESS switches,
microwave transmission systems) for use in system-level analyses of
Information shortfalls
telecommunications network responses to EMP.
for
further analysis and
recommendations
with
along
are identified
shortfalls include
Information
issues.
testing to resolve remaining
those cases where testing has not been conducted and where standards
and practices are inadequate for relating untested equipment to availtest results with confidence.
hQ
I
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The evaluations of network elements will be used as guidance for

planning Government-sponsored EMP testing.

These evaluations will also

b used n analyses of the network-level effects of EMP on selected
telecommunications networks.
2.2.1

EMP Characterizatton of Selected Assets

The determination of the EMP characteristics of selected assets
begins with lehdefinition of EMP stress levels. The determination Is
based on the following factors:
.
.

EMP threat characterization
Coupling characterization
Engineering standards and practices.

A brief description of the EMP threat provides the basis for
describing coupling characteristics. The coupling characteristics
treated here are cable coupling and direct illumination effects. For
asset studied,
a generic
model
is develeach type
confi
urations.
oed
based ofon telecommunications
the physical characteristics
of typical
AlI of the characteristics that are important to the analysts of the effacts of EMP on the particular asset are included.
The model uses the zone and boundary model of typical EMP analyses
(see WxhbIt: 2-3). As used here boundary Is identified as an electromagnetic barrier, which is usualiy a physical surface such as a wall,
an equipment rack, a cabinet, or a cable sheath. Some boundaries provide little or no electrical protection, whereas others may be highly
effective metallic shields. Zones are the volumes defined by the boundaries. Analysis of the EMP stress s performed at oach boundary. The
stress at boundary 1 includes the incident electric field and the transients that are coupled into external conductors. The stress at boundary 2 includes the electric field in zone 1, the portion of the conducted transients that have penetrated boundary 1, and the transients
that are coupled into the conductors within zone 1.
2.2.2

Identification of Aoolicable Data

The next step is to identify EMP test data and the standards and
practices that apply to the design and construction of the selected
telecommunications assets under study. Of critical interest are the
methods used to conduct tests, tho EMP simulator field levels, the configuration of the equipment being tested, and the relationship between
the equipment tested and typical equipment as defined by standards and
practices. For this report, the primary sources of data on typical
equipment are published standards and internal AT&T standards and practices,
2.2.3

Evaluation of the Effects of EMP on Selected Assets

The final step is to estimate the EMP responses for each of the
chosen network elements. For each of the Identified assets, all available data are analyzed along with the estimated stress levels. This
2-4

.
I Niii

analysis Is used to estimate the effects of EMP on the particular asset
and to identify unique vulnerabilities.
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EXHI.BIT 2-3.

2.3

Zone-Boundary Model.

EVALUATOQN OF NETWORK-LEVEL EMP EFFECTS

One of the objectives of evaluating the effects of EMP on
particular network elements is to provide data for evaluations of the
network-level effects of EMP. The proposed approach to network-level
evaluations is introduced in this report to indicate a particular use
for the results of analyses of network elements. The results of
network-level studies will be the subject of future reports.
Exhibit 2-4 'illustrates the approach to be followed during
network-level evaluations. The major inputs come from the results of
evaluations of particular network elements, and from NSTP initiatives
and NSEP architectural analyses. The results of the evaluation of network elements will provide the data for estimating failure probability
distributions of network components as a function of tested EMP stress
levels. NCS technical initiatives will be used to determine the nature
of the telecommunications networks to be evaluated fur the networklevel effects of EMP. At first, network-level evaluations will focus
on NETS, using the most current description of a NETS system topology
available from AT&T. A network connectivity analysis model will be
used to estimate EMP effects on network physical connectivity.
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2.4

ASSESSMENT OF EMP MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES

The ability to evaluate the network-level effects of EMP will
allow planners to assess the efficacy of alternative strategies for
mitigating the ef' ts of EMP. Network element EMP mitigation strategies, which woulu dffect the estimated failure probability distributions, will be evaluated based on their expected contribution to the
maintenance of physical connectivity. Likewise, system topological design approaches will be evaluated based on overall expected connectivity performance in the face of EMP stress. Finally, network-level analyses will be used to provide further guidance to EMP test planners by
identifying additional network elements critical to the maintenance of
connectivity.
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3.0

CRITICAL ASSET IDENTIFICATION

The first step in the EMP evaluation approach described in
This chapChapter 2.0 is to identify critical assets within the PSN.
identification
assets
critical
the
behind
rationale
the
ter describes
process, and indicates those particular equipment types that are being
considered in the current FMP effects evaluation.
ASSET IDENTIFICATION RATIONALE

3.1

The purpose of identifying critical assets of the PSN is to focus
EMP analyses on those telecommunications assets that can contribute
most toward the development of a capability to reconstitute communicaThis ensures that the EMP evaluations remain
tions in an emergency.
focused on those telecommunications assets that can provide the greatest contribution to critical *network operations and reconstitutability.
Such NCS initiatives as Commercial Satellite Survivability (CSS), NETS,
Carrier Interconnect, and the NSEP Telecommunications Architecture contribute to network connectivity in a stressed environment and enhance
The value of these inithe reconstitution of critical communications.
tiatives is directly proportional to the survivability of particular
classes of network facilities including:
•

Switching
Transmission
Signaling
Synchronization.

The objective of the critical asset identification process is to
determine which specific types of equipment within these individual
classes are particularly important to the overall NCS objective of
achieving survivable and reconstitutable telecommunications capabilities. This importance may be due to the prevalence, capacity, or funcEarlier approaches
tional criticality of particular equipment types.
used in the identification process are described in NCS EMP Mitigation
Identification of Critical Telecommunications Facilities and
Program:
an Approach for their EMP Evaluation, National Communications System,
June 1983. That reference also presents the results of the initial
A more
critical asset identification using the described methodology.
Program:
Mitigation
refined set of critical assets is given in NCS EMP
Evaluation of Facility EMP Vulnerabilities - Interim Report, National
Communications System, February 1984.
in this report, the results of the previous critical asset analyses
are further refined to include considerations of the NCS initiatives

3-1

which rely on certainPSN equipment types. The NETS project is the pri"mary influence on critical asset identification. In the remainder of
this section, the switching, transmission, signaling, and synchronizea
tion needs of NETS are emphasized, and the equipment types that are useful to NETS objectives are identified. In a dition, the subset of
these assets that are evaluated in subsequent sections of this report
are noted. This subset represents those assets for which test da and
analysis results are currently available. The remaining critical assets will be evaluated as test data become available.

.3.2

I

SITCHN

Based on proposed NETS configurations within the AT&T network, the
two switches of primary importance to NETS are the Western Electric
4ESS switch and BESS switc . Switches in other networks that provide
significant opportunities for supporting NETS include:
Western Electric 1AESS and lESS switches
Northern Telecom OMS 250, OMS 200, OMS 100/200, and OMS 100

switches
*

Automatic Electric 3EAX, SEAX, and 1EAX switches

.

Western Electric No. 5 Crossbar switch.

I

Switching systems included in the current EMP analysis are:
.

4ESS
BESS.

These switch types are included in the present EMP analysis because
of their importance in the carrier networks, their support of NCS technical initiatives (particularly, NETS), the evolutionary prevalence of
their technologies, and the availability of applicable test data and
analyses. ESS systems are of particular interest in this report because they are based on semiconductor components, which are more susceptible to electrical overstress than electromechanical components, The
electromechanical predecessors to ESSs, such as stepby-step, panel, and
cross-bar systems, are based on technologies that are generally considered to be robust to the effects of EMP.
The 4ESS switch is a large, solid state toll system. Its design
includes the extensive use of large-scale integrated circuits. The
BESS switch is a modern, entirely solid state system intended primarily
for local switching applications. Its design also uses large scale integrated circuits and incorporates fiber optic cables for interbay connections. Although the 4ESS switch his yet to be tested, in engineering analysis of its survivability is included because of the prevalence
of the 4ESS in the PSN. The BESS switch has been the subject of exhaustive test and analysis; this report includes an analysis of the results
of that test program.
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NETS network designs, little emphasis has been placed on Identifying the specific types of transmission facilities that will be used
to support the system. In general, however, the intertoll facilities
of interest to the NETS network are:
.
.
.
.

Microwave systems (especially TD-2 and TD-3)
L carrier sytems (particularly L4 and LB)
Fiber optic systems
T2 carrier systems.

Given technological trends in the short-haul transmission arena the
following systems should also have some importance in an overali NETS
network:
•
.
.
.
.

TI carrier systems
ON carrier systems (ON1 and ON2)
N carrier systems
Fiber optic systems
Short-haul microwave systems.

The critical transmission facilities considered in the EMP effects
analysis reported herein are:
•
.
.
.

T1 carrier system
FT3C multi-mode optical fiber system
L4 and L5 analog coaxial cable system
TD-2 microwave system.

These transmission facilities are Included in the present EMP analysis
because of their prevalence in the PSN and the availability of applicable test data. The digital T1 carrier system has been tested extensively for EMP effects, and is representative of the T carrier technology used for exchange area transmission. The digital FT3C system
has also been tested for EMP effects, and is typical of the fiber optic
technology used for trunk transmission. L carrier systems are used
widely as intertoll facilities, and have been tested for EMP vulnerability. Microwave systemi are applied to both intertoll and short-haul
transmission constituting approximately 60 percent of all transmission
capability in the existing public networks.

3.4

SLINE

Operation of a network of switches and underlying transmission
facilities requires the use of control signals to indicate the status
of particular circuits and to pass call information. Without signaling
capabilities, effective use of surviving switching systems and transmisslon facilities would be impossible. In the present commercial networks, two kinds of interswitch signaling are predominantly used:
per-trunk signaling and common channel signaling. The impact of each
is discussed below.

3-3
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3.4.1

Per-Trunk Signalina

Per-trunk signaling uses as the signaling medium the facilities
over Which voice is passed. Both the sending and receiving of call
control information are performed by the switches at either end of the
circuit. The survivability of per-trunk signaling Is in direct relation to the survivability of the switches and trunks used for voice
messages. In general, whenever a usable voice path that depends on
or-trunk signaling is present, the requisite signaling capability will
Ee present as well. At prevent, the local exchange plant relies predominantly on per-trunk signaling. Many smaller Interexchange carriers
also use this signaling scheme.
3.4.2

m

Common Channel Signalinag

Common channel signaling (CCS) uses data links that may or may not
be physically associated with actual voice paths. In the AT&T version
of CCS, known as Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS), the sti?naling paths are quite distinct from the voice paths they control . he
result is that working voice paths may not be usable due to the loss of
the required CCS. This situation is exacerbated by the distribution of
signaling control for CCIS in only a few Signal Transfer Points (STPs).
By the mid-1990s, practically all routes within the AT&T toll network
will be under the control of CCIS. Other interexchange carriers, however, will likely remain with per-trunk signaling schemes until economic factors force the consideration of CCS.

"

CCIS uses dedicated data links as well as existing transmission
facilities to carry signaling Information. Therefore, the survivability of the links In the CCIS network is similar to that of voice transmission facilities and the accompanying data links. The survivability
of the CCIS system also depends on the survivability of the STPs,
which are the nodes of the CCIS network. The STPs use electromechanical and integrated circuit technologies similar to those of the switching systems used for voice message traffic, Therefore, in many respects, the vulnerability of the STPs is similar to that of the switching systems described In Chapter 6.0.
3.5

SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization is necessary to maintain reliable transmission over
digital facilities. Within the AT&T network, the Bell System Reference
Frequency (BSRF) is distributed to switching systems supporting digital
transmission based on a hierarchical plan. The reference frequency is
enerated by three extremely stable oscillators operating in parallel
n an underground site in Hillsboro, Missouri.
The transmission network for the reference frequency uses the same
transmission facilities that are used for transmitting voice signals;
no transmission facilities are dedicated to synchronization. Therefore, the EMP vulnerability of the synchronization network transmission
facilities is the same as that of the voice network. Extensive redundancy is used to preclude loss of synchronization due to the loss of a
few links in network. Loss of a particular transmission facility can

-
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be covered by using other facilities that normally carry voice signals Operationally, nodes in the synchronization network use the reference frequency they receive (master) to synchronize their own oscillators (slaves).
The output of the slave oscillators is then sent to the
next level in the network. If a node receives no reference frequency,
the slave oscillators maintain operation, thus acting as frequency references themselves. All transmissions that use only facilities that obtain their synchronization from slave oscillators (directly or indirectly) are unaffected by the loas of the BSRF. The oscillators presently
used can operate many weeks without an update from their masters and
still support communications without significant message loss. Each of
these factors contributes to the survivability of synchronization functions.
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4.0

CHARACTERIZING THL EFFECTS OF EMP

An important step in the characterization of critical assets from
an EMP perspective is the determination of EMP induced stress levels.
This chapter identifies significant parameters affecting EMP responses
of telecommunications assets and summarizes the expected stress levels.
In the approach taken here, the assets and the EMP threat are
described generically, with emphasis on the external environment and
Its coupling to and through external equipments into a building. For
convenience, the assets are associated with a set of zones and boundaries as shown in Exhibit 4-1.

BOUNDARY I

RIPIATIN
BOUNDARY I

REPEATERZONE

I
BOUNDARY I

CABLE

-

TRANIMISSION FACILITY

EXHIBIT 4-1.

CINTlAL OFFICE

SIYTCHIN

MICROWAVE

Zone-Boundary Model And Communications
Network Elements.

4-1
.4,.

"•~II
This zone-boundary model Is a representation of a
telecommunications site from an EMP analysis perspective. The important features of the model relate to FMP coupling and attenuation as
depicted in Exhibit 4-2. Note that one set of features shows conventional electromagnetic protection considerations; the other three sets
are penetrations, shielding, and apertures.
The penetrations shown In Exhibit 4-2(4) are commonly found in PSN
buildings. The power lines, communications cables, and microwave antennas are efficient electrical connections for conducting EMP into bulldings. However, EMP can also couple significant energy through water
pipes, gas pipes, and even sewer pipes. Since electrical surge effects
from lightning, for example, are considered in the basic design of most
telecommuniceions buildings, the analysis of these EMP penetrators
must Include the effectiveness of conventional protection.
The physical structures define an electromagnetic barrier.
Exhibit 4-2(b) shows the various possible structural elements that
could shield out EMP. Larger AT&T buildings typically have a steel
I-beam frame. In cases where poured concrete construction is used,
steel wire mesh or steel reinforcement bars (rebar) are often used. In
the case of concrete block construction without the benefit of such reInforcement shielding, screens may be installed on the Interior side of
the walls. These Items may be present as part of a radio frequency interference (RFI) shield. Another possibility Is that certain rooms
within the building may have shielding for interference protection.
Once a picture of each structure'.s characteristics is developed, the
EMP shielding of the structure is estimated.

3
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In order to complete the description of EMP effects on a
structure, the a&ertures, which are holes in the outer boundary, are
identified. In Exhibit 4-2(c) the types of apertures normally encountered are shown. Doors, windows, and service access panels are obvious
openings in the outer boundary. Vents and roof drains prov1di additiona possible openings. There may also be holes from construction or
changes and replacement of equipment.
The conventional EM protection perspective is represented in
Exhibit 4-2(d). Conventional EM sources include surges (e.g., due to
11ghtnlng) on incoming lines or unwanted EM fields (e.g., from radar)
penetrating the build ng. The analogy with EMP is clear, and the conventional protection schemes used to counter these threats must be included in a representative model in order to perform the EMP evaluation
of both the protection scheme and the facility response.
The remainder of this chapter contains a brief description of the
EMP threat, estimates (stress revels) of the external coupling (boundary 1) to facilities, and the effects of conventional protection
sciemes and their EMP responses. In addition, a summary of some typical stress values induced on boundary I and boundary 2 by diffused
fields (zone 1) is given.
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EXHIBIT 4-2.

Important Features Of Central OfficesU
From An EMP Perspective.
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4.1

THE EMP THREAT

EMP is a phenomenon created by a nuclear explosion.

It is a

transient disturbance produced by exoatmospheric, atmospheric, and surface bursts and is characterized outside the source region chiefly by
Iti short duration, high-intensity radiated electromagnetic field.
This radiated field can cause severe disruption and possible damage to
communicatidns equipment. The most serious EMP threat is from an exoatmospheric or high-altitude burst of a large yield weapon that can illuminate a large portion of a communications network and simultaneousl
disrupt and damage communications equipment over a wide geographica
user service area.

High altitude EMP, or HEMP, consists of three separate Hhases:
the early-ttmo portion, commonly referred to as early-time
MP, arrives at the earth's surface very quickly and lasts about 1 )s. The
second part of HEMP, sometimes called Intermediate-time HEMP, occurs
between times of 1 )s to 0.1 s. The third part of HEMP, called magnetohydrodynamic EMP or MHDEMP concerns electromagnetic disturbances last-

ing beyond 0.1 s (Ref 2). It is the unclassified early-time HEMP
(Ref. 1) from the hig altitude burst that is emphasized in this document Ince the EMP, list, radiation, and thermal effects of air and
surface bursts are only significant in negating geographically small
communications functions.
Briefly, the early-time HEMP arises when the prompt gamma
radiation from the high-altitude nuclear detonation ionizes the upper
atmosphere. The Ionized region radiates a transient electromagnetic
pulse. The radiated fields on the earth's surface are intense and
cover large geographic areas, making HEMP a general threat to electronic systems and networks. Three unique characteristics of HEMP distinguish it from other electrical/electromagnetic environments: the amplitude of the electric fields (on the order of 50 kV/m), the rise time of
the fields (on the order of 10 ms), and the broadband frequency spectrum (0.1-100 MHz). The amplitudes of the electric fields are much
larger than other EM radiation sources such as radar and radio frequeninterference. The rise time Is faster than most lightning strikes,
Te broadband frequency spectrum Implies that facility elements not
usually considered as 'antennas" can collect significant energy.
Exhibit 4-3 is an unclassified representation of the electric and
magnetic field time profiles and a frequency domain plot of the electri c field from a high altitude nuclear explosion. This simplified
description of the EMP threat Indicates the features needed to identify
the basic facilIt4 EMP characteristics, and provides for a composite of
extremes, or the 'worst case," for all parameters of importance (i.e.,
the shortest rise time, the longest fall time, and maximum amplitudes
for both the vertical and horizontal polarizations). Refs. 1 and 4
provide additional descriptive and quantitative data for the EMP phenomenon the hlgh-altitude burst,
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EXHIBIT 4-3.

4.2

.b

The HEMP Threat.

CABLE COUPLING

This section provides typical threat values for aerial, buried,
and shielded cables as well as a description of the significant physical parameters that affect these values (e.g., polarization, angular
incidence, soil conductivity, and cable' depth and height). A more thorough analysis of long-cable (transmission line) pickup is given in
Refs. 1, 5, 6.

4-5

I
A variety of factors influence the coupling of electromagnetic
energy to long-line penetrating conductors. The EMP waveform characteristics such as magnitude, rate-of-rise, duration, and angle of arrival
are important factors. Characteristics of the conductors are also important, e.g., conductor geometry (length, diameter, path terminations,
distance above or below the *arth's surface), conductor shielding, and
conductor electrical properties (e.g., resistivity, inductance, capacitance per unit length).

4.2.1

N

Aerial Cables

The principal mode of EMP excitation using transmission line
theory is the common mode signal between the cable(s) and ground.
Exhibit 4-4 shows the coordinates used for this discussion.
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The ditributed series voltage source function (in V/rn) is essentially the
total longitudinal electric field (along the z direction in Exhibit
4-4) that results from electric and magnetic induction.
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The characteristic impedance of a multiconductor line can be

expressed in terms of the radius (a.) of an equivalent single conduc"tor at an average height (h) and as:

ze

2h

where Zo - 377 ohms.
Losses in the conductor and ground must be taken into account for
the propagation constant (,Y). The propagation constant is given by

where j =%,.*- angular frequency and R, L, G, C are the
distributed resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance per
unit lenath. For perfectly conducting ground and a lossless line,
'YE j*/LT-.
A morw thorough comparison of the effects that the lossy
and lossless propagation constants have on induced currents will be
shown later in this section.
The opqn- crcuit voltage or short-circuit current, together with
the common mode line Impedance, can be used to replace a transmission
line with its Thevenin or Norton equivalent circuit. This can be used
with the network representing the system beyond the transmission line
terminals. Worst.case estimates can be based on the open- and shortcircuit termination values, In addition, an incident common mode may
cxcite other modes (differential) on the line because of multi-cable
configuration and Imbalances in the line-to-ground impedances.
The peak values of the induced transients are determined by
sections of the line near the load end (critical line length) and, in
many cases, are not influenced by the overall line length. That is,
the critical Olne length (Lc), or the length of the line whose
terminal response is the same as that of the s~mi-infinite line up to
the time-of-peak, is given by
a Tp

where c is the speed of light and Tp is the time-to-peak. The angles
of in:idence are shown in Exhibit 4-4 with respect to the " vector of
the plane wave EMP and the cable direction. It should be noted that
the transmission line approach used here is valid when the cable hoight
(h) is small compared to the wavelength of the radiation, although the
method gives surprisingly good results even when this condition is not
satisfied.
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The transmiý,sion line acts as an integrdting network for both the

directly incident and, ground-ýreflected waveforms. The polarizations
are defined such that the incident electric field vector isparallel to
the air/soil interface for horizontal polarization, and for vertical
polarization the electric field vector lies inthe plane containing T'
and a line perpendicular to the air/soil interface.
Exhibit 4-5 shows the time dependence of the current on an
overhead line ina parametric fashion so that estimate s of the current
can be--made
&,afunction of the soil conductivity (9), incident pulse
),:and characteristic impedance (Z) for both vertishape
cal An-rzna polarizations. For calculatignal convenience, the
peak current induced at the end of a lossless cable over an infinitely
conducting soil by the incident pulse shape ison the order of
Z,,~

Z0~.D2L

X'VO

where the angular dependence (directivity) isapproximately

D~

for horizontal polarizationg

and
DV

a

fo

for vertical polarization.

For example, a response for a2typgical pulse width ( *100 ns) and
ground c~nductivity ( a * 10-2 mhos) isshown inthe curve labeled
ar - 10" at ~u30',
u Q,0'
The determination of Induced current inlossy transmission lines
with the inclusion of the frequency dependence of the propagation constant and both the frequency and angular dependence of the reflection
and transmission coefficients of the electric field at the air/soil1 Interface requires a numerical integration (Ref. 1) Exhibit 4-6 shows
the result of a numerical evaluation for both pola-rizations. Inthe
exhibit, the peak voltage versus angle of incidence for maximum directivity Isshown for characteristic soil conductivities, and a comparison ismade with the lossless transmission cable at a line height of
10 M.
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EXHIBIT 4-5.

Short-Circuit Current Induced At The End Of A
Semi-Infinite Serial Wire By An Exponential Pulse.

For vertical polarization at a given elevation angle (0), maximum
coupling to the line occurs for incidence near the vertical plane containing the X axis and the cable (0o 0'). Compared with the lossless response, there is an enhancement of the open-circuit voltage.
This is due to the partial reflection of the electric field vector from
the imperfect ground plane. At broadside incidence (J- 90"), the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient is nearly 1 and its phase is
near 0, so that the open-circuit voltage response is nearly equal to
that of the lossless line.
As the angle of elevation decreases, the magnitude of V increases due to the rapid decrease in both the magnitude and pRase of
the reflection coefficient. This behavior continues until small angles
of incidence are reached, where the critical line length rapidly increases and line loss dominates, which suppresses any voltage accumulation.
The maximum response for horizontal polarization is obtained when
the angle of incidence for elevation and azimuth are equal ( 0-).
For this polarization as compared to the vertical polarization,the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient do not vary significantly with elevation angle over the frequency range in question. As a re-

sult, itis similar to the lossless case except where the line loss dominates at the smaller angles (< 20'). Exhibit 4-7 summarizes the
peak voltage, peak current, time-to-peak, and critical length of line,
as well as the angle of incidence for which these maxima occur for both
polarizations for a typical line 10 m high with Zc-500 ohms.
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Lossy Line Peak Open-Circuit Voltage vs.
Elevation Angle.
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4.2.2

TIMIiD
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CRITICAL
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0
12

HEMP-Induced Transients On A Powqrline
(Zc - 500S), h - 10 m).

Blu~r~iediCables

The earth is generally characterized as a fair conductor for
calculation of the reflected field above the air-ground interface.
However, the ground plane really has a diffuse thickness proportional
to the skin depth of the soil. For the frequencies of interest In the
EMP spectrum, the skin depths range up to several meters in depth.
The imperfect reflection of an EM wave on the air/soil interface
results in partial transmission of the longitudinal field component
(along the cable), which acts as a distributed voltage source function.

he characteristic soil impedance Z In this environment is different
from the aerial case due to the difference in soil permittivity (a) and
conductivity (u). For most practical cases, the soil impedance per

unit length of a buried cable Is given by

Z

L 2-

n \.8-

/-

4.

where a is the conductor radius, 6 is the skin depth, and m. is the
permeability of free space.
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The propagation constant for the burled transmission line (with
the surrounding 'soil as a return conductor) for most practical cases
has a magnitude that is Inversely proportional to the skin depth

1

where a Is the ground conductivity.
The peak short-circuit current for a surface cable Is given by the
approximation
a

ON, v (0, ()

where
DH - sin • sin;, for
horizontal polarization

3

and
Dv - cos

,for

vertical polarization.

Exhibit 4-8 shows the parametric dependence of the induced cable
current as a function of time. The pi.rameter for the depth of burial
(d in meters) is given by
rd

Ala d3

4f

4?

IA,1, r are defined as in Sqction 4.2.1 on aerial
For example, for the curve p-0,1, a-10"1O mhos, and

where the constants

cables.

ro250 ns, the depth of burial is 1 m (d-1) and for p.0.1, d-3 m. The
time-to-peak for depths of 0 to 3 m is about 0.85 r or 200 ns for
T.250 ns. The increase in rise times with the increase in cable
depths is indicative of the shielding effect that the ground has on the
high-frequency components of the incident spectrum,
Exhibit 4-9 depicts the angular coupling D
for each polarization. Comparing these dependencies with the aeil case (Exhibit 4-7),
it can be seen that the peak-induced signal stren th for vertical polarization is more sensitive to the elevation angle ( ) for an overhead
line as opposed to a buried line. For horizontal polarization, the
peak signal strength of the buried cable is more affected by 0 than
the aerial line,

0k
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EXHIBIT 4-8.

Normalized HEMP-Induced Waveform On Long
Buried Cables.

Numerical evaluations of the induced currents with the inclusion
of the impedance and propagation variations on skin depth and frequency, as well as the angular and frequency dependence of the transmission
coefficients, resulted in maximum threat levels of 2 kA with rise times
on the order of 200 ns. The critical line length for burled cables Is
expressed as

adLC10
and

for bare cable
lole

La

5 x 100

O

for insulated cable

where a Is the radius of the conductor, b is the thickness of the insulation, and 4. is the dielectric constant of the insulation. For
typical parameters given above, the critical line length is on the
order of 15 to 30 m.
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4.2.3

I
Relative
AmplitudeI For Peak Induced
Current On Buried Conductors.

Vertical Risers

A vertically polarized EMP will induce currents in vertical
conducting components of service entrance conduits (9~. downleads
from power and communication lines) or In conductive str~uctures such as
radio towersI waveguides, and cables to overhead antennas. For horizontally polarized waves, the vertical elements behave as passive impedances with delay times associated with their lengths. The vertical
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element is treated as a transmission line with its upper-end terminated

in impedances appropriate to the physical system.

The current induced in a download from an overhead power line is
shown in Exhibit 4-10. In this example the line is short and the angle
of incidence is 300 or 0'. The peak current is limited by the
line height in this example; for taller structures, the leading edge of
the current wave will continue to rise as the integral of the incident
ulave (towers are discussed in Section 4.2.4). The induced current will
increase with structure height for structures up to a few hundred feet
high. The parameters used in Exhibit 4-10 are the same as described in
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

0.06

I

0.064

a Iwo

n 300
0.2

EXHIBIT 4-10.

0.4
TIME -

0.6

0.8

..0

V

InducedBy Current
At The Polarized
Base Of AIncident
Vertical Wave.
Riser
A Vertically

The current waveform shown is that induced in the vertical element

-

14

only; this current must be added to any current induced in the horizon-

tal line by a vertically olarized incident field) with proper regard
for time ýelays.

The tot

current induced is dependent on the
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reflection coefficient at the base of the vertical riser, the transit
time from the base to the top, and the angle of incidence of the vertically polarized field. For grazing incidence,
- 0 and
0. 90o, the vertical riser current can be larger than the horizontal
line current. Further detailed evaluation of the current waveforms
resulting from vertical risers and horizontal run can be found in Ref.
4.2.4

i
m

Mierwave Tawer/Wavoautde Cluol in

Long-haul transmission systems frequently use line-of-sight
microwave radio. A structural steel tower at each junction in the system generally supports the microwave antennas. These towers usually
range in height from 30 to 130 m. Exhibit 4-11(a) shows the typical
method for connecting the waveguide to the antenna tower and grounding
the tower. To protect the structure and equipment from lightning transients, the entire tower/waveguide structure (tower, waveguide, raceway, and ac conduits) is well-bonded to the station's ground.
Both vertical and horizontal components of a HEMP transient can
effectively couple to this system. Most of the induced current follows
the low impedance path formed by the tower legs and external ring
ground, although some current enters the builing via the waveguides
and ac conduits. Analytical models to predict the induced currents on
the tower and waveguide are extremely complex and the results are uncertain. Consequently, estimates are based on simulation testing and
scale model (Refs. 9, 10, 11, and 12) tests. For purposes of Initial
estimates, the system can be modeled as a fat monopole above a ground
plane (see Exhibit 4-11(b)) or a fat dipole with a half-height equal to
the height of the tower.
The expected response of the dipole to a broadband pulse is a
damped sinusoid with a ringing frequency around f ; 75i MHz where h
is the tower height in meters. The amplitude of
induced current is
ih
proportional to the tower height and width (or fatness). As the width
increases, though, the induced signal has a broader bandwidth and lower
Q (damps out more quickly). Exhibit 4-12 can be used to determine minimum and maximum peak currents on the tower as a function of the fatness
factor Ot - 2 In 2h/ae , where h is the tower height and ae is
the equivalent dipole radius. The ordinate value is in amperes per
foot,
so multiplying
by ofthe(It
tower
heightcurreit)
gives the peak current
in
amps.
(maximum
be theof
radius The
of a lower
circlelimit
circumscribing
the tower base.is assumed
The upperto limit
Ot (minimum current) is based on the effective radius of a single
waveguide descending the tower from the microwave antenna.
The distribution of induced currents that do not follow the low
impedance path from tower to ground results in half of the induced
current traveling over the waveguide and half over the ac conduits.
The maximum tower current from the vertically polarized field is about
11 kA peak-to-peak and the maximum peak-to-peak current from a horizontally polarized field is 3.5 kA. This results in about a 6 kA
peak-to-peak current on the waveguide.
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4.3

Peak Tower Current vs. Fatness Factor.

n

DIRECT ILLUMINATION

Direct Illumination threat values given here refer to exposure to
an incident EMP field without consideration of thn contributions from
conducting penetrators. This direct Illumination exposure results from
the free field interaction with the ground as well as the penetration
through walls, roof, doors, windows, and other apertures.
As a result of this mode of penetration, internal induced signals
will be dependent on the Internal cable lengths, terminations, and
building conitruction. No simple single model exists for predicting
the induced transient level for these complex situations. However,
site-specific geometric and cable arrangements can be modeled for
analytic purposes, or EMP simulator testing can be used to determine
internal signal levels. The results from previous analyses and tests
can then be used to develop order-of-magnitude estimates of the internal induced stresses.
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A data base has been developed for determining the signal levels
from direct illumination In essentially unshielded operational facilities through test programs (Refs. 11, 12, and 13) over the last several
years. These tests examined the effects of angular incidence and building construction on signals induced on interbay (internal) wiring. The
tests have shown that measured currents induced on Interbay wiring can
be characterized as the sum of several damped sinusoidal transients.
Exhibit 4-13 shows the typical ranges of parameters such as ringing frequencies (f ), damping factor (t1 ), and 95 percentile peak amplitude curren? in amps. The rangesi'Nd not vary significantly from tite
to site. Also, the c-folding time (decay time) was not strongly dependent on the ringing frequency.

Peak-to-Peak Current (Amps)
Type of Building
Concrete

Poured

fo(MHz)

t1/e( 3)

Block

in Place

Average

7.2

4.6

10.0

0.3

Median

6.3

4.3

6.0

0.3

Range

1-16

1-8

3-20

0.2-5.0

EXHIBIT 4-13.

Induced Current Waveforms
From Direct Illumination.

Exhibit 4-14 shows an example of the waveform that represents an
internally coupled damped signa S(t). The damped signals are the
result of reflections, Interbay inductances, and capacitances present
within the wiring distribution.
4.4

BOUNDARY 1 PRACTICES AND EFFECTS

This section covers boundary 1 characteristics and practices that
partially mitigate and alter the conducted and illumination stresses.
These include cable and building shields, shield terminations, bonds
and grounding paths, transient protection, and filters. Each is discussed with respect to present and potential applications in the PSN.
This section details the basics of boundary I transient mitigation techniques and estimates expected stress levels radiated and conducted
through the boundary to zone 1 and boundary 2 of generic network sites.
•...,
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4.4.1

Typical Damped Sinusoid Waveform.

Shteldina Princioles

Shielding plays a principal part in HEMP mitigation. In shielding
practice, a distinction is made between cable and volume shielding.
Cable shields provide a path (the shield) for induced or coupled EMP
current, other than the signal or power wire itself.
Volume shielding is el!ýctromagnetic isolation of conductors or
volumes from one another. Shields are thought of as impervious barriers with imperfections.
In a building in the PSN, the first layer,
or boundary 1, is the building structure. For exposed cables, the
first layer is the sheath that surrounds the signal lines.
4-20
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Shields can mitigate electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields. For
E-field shielding, the requirement that the shield be continuous, or
closed, is of paramount impnrtance (Faraday's Law).
For H-field shielding, current must flow over the shield; the shield must provide a lowimpedance pati (Lenz's law).
Important properties for attenuation are
conductivity, thickness, and permeability.
Shielding action is unchanged when shields are grounded, since the
relation between current on the shield and field in the shield depends
strictly on the shield transfer impedance, independent of grounding.
However, shields should be grounded for safety or to minimize roflections when large induced sheath currents are expected.
Some important parameters in the discussion of shielding are
shielding effectiveness and transfer impedance. The definition of
shielding effec+iveness (SE), in decibel units, as a relation between
the fields exterior and interior to the shielded volume is defined as
follows:
SE(dB)

(EXTERIOR)1
20 I"g0 S
LFIELD
FIELD AMPLITUDE
AMPLITUDE (INTERIOR) J

-

This is usod in volume shielding (e.g., the change in field s'rength
after passing throuvh walls of a building).
Transfer impedance, when multiplied by the current that EMP has
induced on a shield, provides the voltage developed inside the shield
with respect to snield ground. The smaller the transfer impedance, the
more effective the shield is in reducing induced voltage or current.
The current that then flows on the inner conductors is a function of
the characteristic impedance of the inner conductors and of the electrical loads on both ends of the cable. For cable shields, the transfer impedance gives a more useful measure of shielding than shielding
effectiveness based on the ratio of shielded-to-unshielded current.
The determination of transients induced onto cables by EMP
typically involves two calculations: the calculaticn of coupling onto
the sheath (i.e., Section 4.2) and the calculation of the voltage induced on the internal wires. The calculation of coupling onto the
cable sheath depends on cable construction and location, and will be
discussed for some typical cases in Section 4.4.3. Exhibit 4-15 illustrates the calculation of voltage induced on a wire within a shielded
cable.
Also important is the skin depth, which is a measure of the depth
to which currents penetrate in a conductor. Skin depth, 6 , is a function of frequency, conductivity, and permeability. An even more significant parameter is T/d, the ratio between shield thickness and skin
depth.
of thumb isas that
good shielding
will result
if T/6>1;
the curveA rule
of attenuation
a function
of T/6 shows
significant
reduc-_'
tion at T/6 - 3 and drops off logarithmically for lower values of T/6
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EXHIBIT 4-15.

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE PER UNIT LENGTH
INCREMENTAL LENGTH

Cable Shield Transfer Impedance Calculation.

Field wavelength is an important variable in shielding
predictions. When field wavelength is smaller than or approaches the
size of apertures, holes, or discontinuities in a shield, the SE is
reduced dramatically. When the wavelength approaches unshielded wire
lengths or shield lengths, ringing or resonance can alter the SE by
orders of magnitude.
In addition, when the wavelength of the H field
approaches the dimensions of the shield, grounding of the shield is
important, so that induced current has a circuitous path or so that
current reflections on the shield are reduced.
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4.4.2

Building Shielding

Volume shielding may exist as a natural consequence of building
construction, or it may be a design feature. EMP hardening usually
includes shielding at the building level, but all buildings already
provide some protection depending on the amount of structural metal.
Generally, buildings designed to withstand up to 0.5 psi overpressure
are made of concrete block or thin precast panels that contain some
steel bars and some steel mesh between courses of block to enhance
strength. They may provide up to 10 dB of SE. Often, some ixtra construction procedures can enhance the shielding effectiveness of an ordinary building. Shielding materials provide good attenuation, so SE is
primarily a function of Imperfections, penetrations, and their treatment. Construction and installation methods notably affect shield
integrity.
Buildings designed (Ref. 1) to withstand at least 2 psi of
overpressure have reinforced walls that can be "poured-in-place" or
"precast tilt-up." In poured-in-place walls, steel reinforcing bars
(rebar) or mesh are erected first, and concrete is then poured Into temporary forms surrounding the metal structure. Some buildings are built
with full coverage bonded mesh or rebar (integral shielding), in which
the metal overlaps and is tied or (preferably) welded with steel wire
providing a significant electrical interconnection. The shielding effectiveness for this design may be from 30 to 50 dB. Other buildings
have bonded metal sheet on all six sides inside the building. The latter construction is used when EMP protection is a design maxim, and is
also often used for EMI or TEMPEST protection.

Some problems that compromise building shielding ii1togrity are

apertures and other discontinuities. Apertures can be windows, entrances, vents, etc. Other discontinuities include seams, cracks, corners,
and construction interfaces. These features pose two problems: direct
illumination may penetrate through open spaces or force them to oscillate like radiating antennas, and current flow on a surface will radiate when it crosses a discontinuity. External fields diffuse through
an aperture better with increasing frequency; experimentally this is
seen to begin when the wavelength is within one or two orders of magniProtection techniques might include wavetude of aperture dimension.
guide honeycombs on vents, bonded screens on windows, or RF door
frames, Additionally, low-impedance paths protect against radiation
from induced currents. This radiation is produced by changes In vector
current density; variations in magnitude (as in a pulse) or in
direction of flow (as around an aperture).
Some common examples of these problems are coupling to wires that
pass near windows, increases in measured field levels near a spotwelded seam or door frame, and field enhancement in corners. One fact
in common with all of these problems is that they are difficult, if not
impossible, to predict quantitatively, Indeed, a quantitative study of
aperture and seam diffusion and radiation could only be accomplished on
a site-by-site basis, supported by testing. More detail about building
wall construction methods are presented here with data from experimental tests of the SE of some buildings in the PSN.
4-23
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In the PSN, few buildings have continuous metal volume shields.
Some telephone central office (CO) buildings are brick and block, and
some otherstin metropolitan areas are intentionally shielded using good
construction techniques. A requirement (Ref. 14 exists to provi do
building shielding wheoe existing or expected RF1 levels exceed 2 V/mr
between 500 kHz and 1 GHz. However, these levelsi generated by radio
stations and weather and airport radar, are very jow compared with expected HEMP fields.
Tests on an unshielded poured-in-place concrete building with
telephone equipment showed E fields reduced by 25-35 dB and' fields reduced by 5-15 dB up to 1 MHz. Testing was done up to 100 MHz and no
shielding was seen above 1 MHz (Ref. 14). Most unshielded buildin s
are even less effective. Better levels can be achieved with a small
amount of shielding, which is more common.
Materials used for shielding commercial buildings are soldered
bronze or copper screens, bolted or welded galvanized steel rods or
sheets, and bolted copper or silicon steel sheets (Ref. 1%). Welded
galvanized wire mesh is the best non-sheet shield against RFI; the
spectrum shielded depends on mesh spacing, but 100 Hz Is about the
highest shielded frequency for 12-inch spacing mesh with window and
door frames bonded to the mesh. For closer spacing, a one-quarter-inch
mesh, for example, can be efficient Into the 500 MHz range (Ref. 14).
At another PSN site (Ref. 14), a building with precast concrete and a
bonded wire mesh was measured to offer 20 to 40 dB for E field SE and
0-20 dB for H field SE from 10 kHz to 100 MHz. For comparison, a
poured-In-place concrete PSN building with tied rebar was tested to
provide 45 to 55 dB E-fielJ attenuation and 20 to 35 dB H-field attenuation up to 1 MHz with no attenuation at higher frequencies. These
PSN test results illustrate an accepted tenet: bonded rebar can provide good shielding, but shielding conductors must be tightly spaced,
like a mesh, to be effective at higher frequencies.
Metal sheet shields, of course, can be expected to offer more
protection. Sheets are thicker than cable shields (a couple of millimeters) for structural soundness and prevention of corrosion. Effectiveness depends upon treatment of enetrations. A reasonable expectation is 60 dB of shielding; 120 d8 has been measured for some shields
at some frequencies (Refs. 15, 16). Occasionally, buildings are
buried, which adds to shielding effectiveness.
4.4.3

Cable Shiedtn

Cable shields (boundary 1) are used for long communication lines
and internal wires inside buildings in the PSN. The following discussion concerns the use of shields and various types, their termination practices, and their transfer impedances.
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EMC or TEMPEST requirements often dictate shielding of power,

signal, and control lines. Attenuation of radiated narrowband and
broadband high-frequency and spurious noise, and occasionally, attenuation of radiated electrostatic or low-frequency fields, motivate shielding in these cases. Another motivation is lightning effects: shields
conduct large induced or in ected currents, and attenuate broadband
high-frequency radiated fields that result from induced currents on
nearby conductors. A myriad of materials are used for cable shields.
Some examples are copper, aluminum, steel, nickel, and various alloys
and platings.
On the basis of their shielding characteristics, practical cable
shields may be separated into two categories: tubular (solid) shields
that contain no apertures, cracks, or slits, and all other shields that
contain such imperfections. Tubular shields, such as extruded lead
sheaths and rigid steel conduit (with tight couplings), will strongly
attenuate high frequencies. Above the frequency at which the wall
thickness is one skin depth (typically greater than 1 MHz), the attenuation is large and increases almost exponentially as the frequency increases. In addition, tubular shields minimize leakage capacitance between the internal conductors and the external shield-return circuit.
All other shields, such as braided-wire, tape-wound, flexible
conduit, etc., are characterized by a leakage inductance that causes
the coupling to the internal conductors to increase with frequency
above about 1MHz. Many of these shields also display the leakage capacitance mentioned above. Coupling through the leakage capacitance
also increases with frequency.
The transfer Impendance can be determined theoretically,
especially for simple cable shields such as solid metallic conduit.
For example, the transfer impedance of a thin-walled tubular shield is
given by

S2wa1T

;lnh (t+J)¶?6

where a is the radius of the shield, a is its conductivity, T is the
wall thickness, J is the unit imaginary number, and 6 is the skin
depth.
The transfer impedance given above is shown in Exhibit 4-16(a),

normalized to the dc resistance per unit length R. The frequency dependance is contained in the skin depth on the abscissa normalized to the
shield thickness. The low-pass filtering afforded by the shield is
apparent when the thickness approaches the skin depth (T/6 a 1). Exhlblt 4-16(b) shows the resultant current waveform induced in the cable
core, terminated in a characteristic impedance Z,, for a sheath
(shield) current represented by an exponential w th a decay time constant (r) approximately equal to the shield diffusion time constant.
(Asuar0.
This time respcanse is valid for most shielding materials between 0.1 mm and I mm thick, for both aerial and buried cables, where
decay times are approximately I Ps and rise times are less than
300 ns.
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Some eometries, however, such as braided coaxial cables, do not
easily lend themselves to a theoretical treatment. For this reason, it
is often preferable to experimentally determine the transfer impedance.
For braided coaxial cables, the transfer impedance is typically
expressed in the form

ZT

-

Re (1+1 dl 8
110h 01ma)~

"

M1

,

'

where R is the dc resistance per unit length, J is the unit imaginary nulber, d is the strand wire diameter, 6 is the skin depth, w is
the angular frequency, and M12 is the leakage inductance per unit
length.
A plot of the magnitude of the transfer impedance is shown in
Exhibit 4-17 for various optical coverages (K).
The parameters in the
exhibit are given for some typical weave data (Ref. 5) for braided wire
shields; The optical coverage tends to increase with the number of carrlers (c) as would be expected. A K-100% would have a ZT equal to
that of a solid cylindrical tube (shown by the dotted curve). The dominance of the diffusion term well below 1 Hz and the dominance of the
wM1 2 term well above I MHz is apparent in Exhibit 4-17.
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Transfer Impedance For Braided Wire Shields,
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For typical braided coaxial cables, Rofranges from 1 to 24 m0/m

and.M rainges from.Ol1to I nH/m. At low requencies, d/ea1 and
W.IMiRo ndZy reduces to Roo For example, for in RG-58
coaRlllable it w 104 Hz, d/6 - 0.24 <1 and M1 9 0.01 m/n/m.
R - 14.2 mO/m, sp that the transfer Impedance is |iproxtmately
A 500 A current on a cable leanth of 100 m will induce
eAual to R

a voltage Srop on the center conductor of (5 0 A)(100 m)(14.2 ml/m)
710 V.

Typical brtaided-wire shields used for interference control and for
coaxial transmission lines have leakage inductances of the order of
0.1 to I nH/m, I e a 10 MHz-current of 1 A flowing through the shield
will produce 6 to 66 mV of internal voltage per meter of cable. Singlelayer tape-wound shields and flexible conduits formed of spiraled, Interlocking turns may have much larger leakage inductance--often several
A'H/m. However, longitudinal tapes with overlapping seams and twolayer, counter-wound tapes are comparable to good braided-wire shields
in terms of the leakage inductance.
Double layer. of cable shielding can greatly Improve the overall
cable shield transfer function. The inner shield providqs additional
attenuation, and protects against fields generated by nonuniform current flow over the outer shield. One example configuration Is a collection of 20 low-voltage signal wires with individual thin continuous
shields, running together and enclosed within a braided shield. In
this configuration, it Is important to keep the two shield layers insulated from One another until they reference ground.

I

Much work has been done In studying the correct way to terminate
cable shields; the dominant leakage through a shield may well occur at
the connectors. Briefly, the best termination by far Is a 360° lowImpedance connector since it ensures closure and allows current to flow
uniformly over the termination. In practine, pigtails are often used
in lieu of connectors; this is not a good practice for EMP mitigation,
as large induced currents may radiate strong fields that couple dangerous transients to even a few Inches of ex osed wire. If a pigtail
ps used, it should be short, never run parallel to the wire, and not
pass through a surface into a shielded volume (see Exhibit 4-18).
4,4,4

Bonding. Grounding. And Treatment Of Building Penetrations

Since in entire central office can act as a large and efficient
antenna for picking up HEMP, intentional and unintentional conductors
can carry surge current to buildings that house protected equipment.
Bondin and grounding can work hand-in-hand, or independently, to
mitigate a transient entering a building, or piece of equipment.
Bonding moans providing a low-impudance path along a conductor, or
from one conductor to another; grounding means providing a path to reference ground (usually Earth ground). A low-impedance groundlng path
must be well bonded, but a wel1-bonded path need not be grounded.
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EXHIBIT 4-18.

Shield Bonding And Grounding Techniques.

There are three basic aspects to consider when making a good
bond. First, highly conductive materials are needed (this Includes
rivets and bolts, if used). Second, good joining techniques are important. In order of preference, these are: continuous welds, spot
welds, solder or braze, pressure joints, rivets, and bolts (only if
accessible for periodic tightening). Good common techniques Include
overlapping and bending back shee joints and then welding specially
designed RF gaskets, door Jambi, etc., and brazed screens bonded to
structure. Paint or nonconductive coating such as Mylar or Teflon must
be removed to expose bare metal, and all joints must make continuous
metal-to-metal contact. Peripheral bonds should be used for all pipe
Joints and terminations. Good technique can produce joints or straps
with only milliohms of resistance.
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The third aspect to remember is that low impedance means low
inductance, which Is especially important for HEP transients where
rise times are on the order of 10 ns. If bonding straps or Jumpers are
used, they must be short and straight, and should never be longer than
the space they are meant to cross.
Bonding and grounding paths protect both equipment and personnel.
For example, ima ine an average direct lightning stroke to a building
penetration would have a peak current of about 2P kA and could cause
extreme damse. EMP, by comparison, might couple 10,000 A onto each of
a number of ?on? conductors that enter he building. Damage protection
includes conductIng these currents to earth and re uction of the possibility of arcing and diversion of the surge currents. A plant engineer
can satisfy both of these requirements by provision of a high-integrity
conduction region to ground. For example, wide, thick connections
should be chosen over narrow paths (which is another virtue of th,
360' connector), and bonds need protection and inspection against
degradation. Where large currents are expected, a high-integrity conduction region is needed.
Grounding techniques vary since grounding is often the
responsibility of a construction or operations engineer at the site.
At the building level there are two grounds: exterral for external
cable shields, conductors, and commercial power; and internal for internal equipment ground. Neither of these should cross the building boundary. Even though the National Electric Code does not exclude the practice of passing green wire across the building boundary, there is never
a reason to practice this method. A grounding wire from the outside
that does come in might carry large currents and radiate high fields.
An elternate approach, if the building has a bonded metal structure
that is grounded, is to tie the exterior ground to the exterior of the
structure,
and the internal ground to the interior of the structure at
a nearby point.
A grounding point In Earth is not an infinite current 3Ink, Where
large currents are anticipated, a good ground might be a large plate,
or rods of var in? lengths buried in a high conductivity ash, Metal
structures of buildings in the PSN are often grounded at multiple
points in a large, buried loop of wire. If good grounding techniques
are not used, surge currents may reflect from the bad ground point
(this is sometimes experienced in lightning strikes) and conduct to
sensitive circuits upward via their ground. It is important to keep
structure ground, and internal equipment and signal grounds separate.
Where conductors enter the building, the worst treatment would be
random placing of penetrations not grounded at the building structure,
Some currents may have a long way to go to find ground, destroying
everything in their path. Better techniques are burying conductors
where they approach the building, reflecting currents back away from
the building, or bonding all conductors to one penetration plate that
is connected to ground through a well-bonded path (see Exhi it 4-19 for
an overview of penetration treatments).
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Treatment Of Penetrators.

The Defense Communications Agency (OCA) requires that all
intentional conductors be buried for 100 feet before entering a building (Ref. 17), and that other conductors be bonded to site housing
structures. Cables in the PSN are often buried as well; many lines
follow weatherhead poles Into the ground and enter the building from
underground. This technique slows the rise time of the surge on the
conductor, in addition to being a good safety measure.
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Isolation is sometimes used to reflect lightning or surge currents
kalong a lne, Where this includes using open c rcuits, it is probably a bad practice for EMP mitigation, as EMP-induced surges could easily arc over. Where isolation consists of Inserting a length of nonconductive pipe into a conductive path, on the other hand, it is a very
good practice as long as three conditions are met: the nonconductive
lenth is long enouph, a path to ground exists for the reflected cur-,
reln)
full). and the pipe coos not carry a conductive fluid (such as sewer or
The best treatment of conductive building penetrations is the
penetration plate technique, where all conductors enter the building in
one spot, and are bonded and grounded on the outside (see Exhibits 4-20
and 4-21, for the front and side views of such a plate
This technique is invariably used on military installations that require EMP
protection.
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4,4.5

Penetration Plate, Front View.

Transient Protection And Filtering

As outlined in previous sections, conductors guide HEMP-induced
transient currents to buildings, Therefore, power and signal lines
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04

Penetration Plate, Side View.
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that enter buildings need transient protection. How'ever, even if diverted, surge currents on penetrating conductors radiate and conduct
strong fields that couple to and inject on other conductors near the
building walls. Thus, nearly all wires and interface circuits are exIn this section, these EMP transients will be composed to transients.
pared to power surge transients and lightning transients in terms of
waveforms and energy content. Protection techniques, including surge
limiting and filtering, are reviewed, followed by a discussion of hybrid protection circuits in the PSN.

-

I

Power surges are relatively common in the PSN. Most power surge
protection techniques guard against system-gonerated transients, i.e.,
those produced by switching, breakdown, or tntrasystem coupling from
other tnes, These are nearly always damped sinusoids lasting from S
to 30 Ms. Peak voltages of up to 5,600 V have been measured even
though the dielectric strength of the cable is normally tested only to
1,000 V. Power surges have slow rise times, with highest frequency
near 1.5 MHz; such low frequencies are relatively easy to protect
against.
Lightning surges, which can be somewhat faster than power surges,
are fairly common in the PSN as wall. One lightning flash comprises
thousands of small discharges and a few massive return strokes. The
return strokes have beon measured in some cases as havin 1 ss rise
times. Some recent data indicate that some strokes may gave shorter
rise times (Rqf. 18). However, surges that inject onto long lines or
towers and are observed at PSN buildings have rise times on the order
of microseconds or longer. Continuing currents can last for a millisecond, but in practice can be clamped and damped in 30 Ms like a power
line transient.
EMP is expected to couple less energy to a single line than a
worstcase lightning flash attachment, with about the same energy as i
,
direct power line fault transient (Section 4.2 and Ref. 19). Ho•:'
EMP surges are expected to rise more quickly. Therefore, the significant difference between a HEMP-induced pulse and other transients is
the rate-of-rise.
Surge-limiting and filtering
electrical protection scheme. In
provide a stand-by mechanism that
up to dynamic or static potential
ground through a low impedance.

devices are major elements of an
surge limitation, the principle is to
appears as a high impedance to ground
level, and allow current to pass to

The following discussion concerns nonlinear surge protection devices and their effects on surge waveforms, filtering devices and their
effects on waveforms, and combinations of protection used in the PSN.
Assuming that surge limiting devices have been installed properly,
two major considerations apply to their application: they have a flnite response time to any input transient and the "clamping" action
generates high-frequency switching noise that can pass into the equipment. These features are not uniquely specified for each device, but
depend on the rate of rise of the incoming pulse (volts/sec), manufacture (technology), method of installation, and lead inductance.
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Several types of nonlinear devices exist. Names commonly used to
refer to these devices are voltage dividers, surge-limiting devices,
surge arrestors, or Terminal Protection Devices (TPDs).
The operation
of these limiters can be through switching or nonswitching mechanisms.
Switching refers to the change in conduction state (reducing voltage or
current to a low level) after achieving a specified voltage level. Examples of switching devices are spark gaps, thyristors, fuses, and circuit breakers.
Nonawitching devices (e.g., varistors, Zener diodes) also shunt
but do not undergo a change of state. Here the voltage and current are
related in a nonlinear fashion such as represented in the equation below, where I is the current, V is the voltage, and k,a are parameters
that are device dependent. This V-I relationship exists when the voltage exceeds the breakover voltage for varistors, or forward threshold
and reverse breakdown voltages for diodes. In general, the larger the
a, the better the clamping.

I

*

kVa

Exhibit 4-22 illustrates the effect that surge arrestors have on
transients in the time domain. Exhibit 4-22(b) shows the effects of a
carbon-block spark-gap device, widely used in the PSN. The altered
wave shape due to clamping is affected by several parameters.
Probably
the key parameter is the response time of the device, which determines
the pulse breakdown voltage (VBf) (the voltage at which clamping begins). The response time is a -unction of the intrinsic mechanism of
the device as well as the inductance associated with its installation.
For switching devices, the finite time to change conduction state may
take 100 ns or longer. For nonswitching devices the response may occur
in less than a nanosecond. Exhibits 4-23(a), (b) show the effects of
rate-of-rise on firing time, and show some typical firing time data.
The time domain effects in Exhibit 4-22 can be described, for
purposes of illustration, by a damped sinusoid plus a square pulse that
begins at time T R and ends at Tj. In actuality, the ringing associated with the fast clamping action may be composed of many damped sinusoids with different frequencies.
Thc difference between the pulse breakdown voltage (VBD) and the
clamping voltage (VC) is also called the overshoot vol tage, and is a
function of the rate-of-rise of the input signal and the response
time. The maximum normal voltage (Vmn) is the voltage at which the
arrestor begins to conduct for a very slow rate-of-rise (dc).
The
clamping voltage (VC) is the voltage that appears across the protector terminals after the overshoot has decayed, and is dependent on the
current through the device. Finally, the extinguishing voltage (VE)
is a dc voltage that allows the protector to self-quench, or extinguish, after surge firing.
S
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EXHIBIT 4-23. Firing Characteristics Of Carbon
Block Surge Arrestors.

The transition time from VB, ti V~can be from 1 to 5 ns.
mentioned previously, this fast Bjwitch Ing time results inhigh
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frequency, broadband noise. A convenient representation of the waveform in Exhibit 4-22 can be described by a damped sinusoid (amplitude
Yin1)
that damps In 3 ns, and a square pulse of width (Td - TR) ns
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"The iccomptnyrng frequency spectrum is shown in Exhibit 4-24 labeled
"with limte
scribed by the Fourier inversion of V(t).
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Exhibit 4-24 illustrates the effect that the limiter has on a 1 V
double exponential input. It is assumed that the limiter fires at 1 V
so that aI the curves are normalized to 1 V. The clamping action oenorates noise in the gigahertz region of the spectrum, yet the overall
energy in the Input signal is shunted. Combining a low pass filter
with a limiter mitigates this adverse noise generation. Further discussion of the aspects of hybrid combinations Is presented following the
discussion of filters.
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Effect Of Limiters On HEMP-Induced(
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Nearly all filters are on equipment interface circuits. However,
some filtering could occur at boundary 1. The batteries on power lines
which is very efficient at abas large shunt capacitors to ground, the
act
transformer and spark gaps.
sbnin transients that make it through
Also, ong lines (especially buried lines) act as inductors, slowing
down rlse times of the induced surges.
The attenuation characteristics of filters can be measured in
accordance with the insertion loss requirements of MIL-STD-220A. These
tests require that the source and load impedances be matched at
.50 ohms. For the most part, these load conditions cannot be met at all
the frequencies in the threat spectrum and under all the loads expected
in in operational facility. The filters shown In Exhibit 4-25(a), (b)
are known as pi-section filters. Three element filters (e.g., C, L,
C), such as the p1-section, are tolerent of impedance mismatches; multisection filters (e.g., Butterworth filters) are even more tolerant, but

tend to be more expensive.

The bandpass filter design of Exhibit 4-25(c) is indicative of a
filter applied to commercial (10 kHz) communication lines or antenna
inputs. The bandpass is designed to receive signals in the operating
frequency of the antenna which may also receive significant energy
in this case, the filter has multiple sections
from the EMP spectrum).
with lightning and EMP protection afforded by the ESA and Z1 element of
the filter.

M

The frequency attenuation characteristics of the various filters
discussed above are shown in Exhibit 4-25(d). Multisection filters
have a steeper rolloff In the freqency domain than two element filters
Sfrequency). (e.g., RC, LC filters have a 20 dB/decade rolloff beyond the cutoff
The damped sine waveform described in Exhibit 4-14 has a Fourier
transform (frequency spectrum) represented by Exhibit 4-26(a) labeled
"without filter." The spectrum labeled "with filter" is the effect a
low-pass p1-section filter (depicted In Exhibit 4-25(b)) has after attenuating the damped sinusoid. The attenuation of high-frequency components results in the reduction of the rate of rise of a transient.
As discussed in Section 4.2, any transient coupling from free space to
cables or cable sheaths into interior wiring has an inherent low-pass
filtering (transfer impedance) due to inductive reactance and ac resistance (skin effect).
The time domain waveforms shown in Exhibit 4-26(b) show the effect
a low-pass filter has as a function of cutoff frequency. The unfiltered pulse with a 25 ns to 30 ns rise time, is nearly unaffected by the
100-MHz cutoff filter since most EMP energy is below 100 MHz where attenuation begins. In comparison, filters that have a rolloff above the
voice frequencies (3 to 5 kHz) and twisted pair frequency transmission
range increase the time-to-peak of the transient by an order of magnitude and decrease the amplitude by a factor of 15 dB.
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LRC Filter Characteristics.
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Of all protection schemes, the most common and most reliable are

hybrid circuits (combinations of more than one protection element) that

can c;ancel the adverse effects of individual devices. As common practie at- s06 :tele osme
honeplants, hybrid circuitts are made up of carbon
block spark gaps and circuit breakers on power lines, and carbon blocks
with semiconductor clamping devices on signal lints (see Exhibit 4-27).
In addition, a generic PSN power supply I ne has a transformer, another
spark-gap, a rectifier that can normally carry on the order of 100 A,t
and large capacity batteries tied to ground.
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4.5

1

Exhibit 4-28 presents typical HEMP-induced transient levels, as
developed by analysis or observed in site tests. The transient level~s
are representative of worst-case values at boundary 1. The table also
shows$that some of the current transients preserve a double exponential
time vlaveform, whereas in other cases, a more narrowly tuned response
results (damped sine).
The listed current value for direct illumination is the observed 95
percentile value for interbay cables in buildings designed with no intentional shielding. This corresponds to current induced by zone 1
diffused fields on internal cables at boundary 2 interfaces. The values for the other penetrations are representative of the signal
strengths external to the building. The internal signal strengths may
be reduced depending on the bonding, grounding, protection devices, and
distribution of the interbay wiring throughout the interior of the
building with rekpect to the points of entry.
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EtOjIP&ENT

Diodes at equipment terminals

Representative Lightning Protection Circuits
On Telephone Plant Equipment.
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Summary Table Of Stress Values.
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5.0

TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

This chapter presents the EMP responses of critical transmission
facilities identified in Chapter 3. These facilities include the TI
digital carrier, the FT3C optical fiber system, the L4/L5 coaxial
cable, and the TD-2 microwave radio systems. Some background on function and hardware is presented for each system, followed by a discussion of coupling to outside plant equipment, stresses conducted to line
repeaters and central office equipment*, and exposure of all equipment
to direct illumination fields. Relevant tests and analyses are outlined, and the responses-of system elements and overall transmission
systems to the 50 kY/m double exponential HEMP threat are discussed.
5.1

T1 CARRIER SYSTEM**

The TI System was Introduced In the early 1960s as a digital
carrier of short-haul interoffice traffic. It transmits, over two
pairs of wires, 24 two-way voice channels multiplexed as pulse-codemodulated (PCM) 1.544 Mbits/s signals. The system has evolved to include subscriber loop and customer premises applications.
A TI carrier system comprises cable, line repeaters for signal
amplification, and central office equipment including main repeaters,
protection switching equipment, and channel banks. Maintenance, trouIbisolation, and automatic switching are organized on a span basis,
An average system is made up of four span lines and is 15 miles long;
recent
length. advances in engineering allow systems of up to 150 miles In

U

Line repeater faul't-locate filters are designed to allow problem
isolation from tests conducted in a central office. Additionally, protection switching equipment is used to automatically reroute multiplexed bit streams rom failed pairs to spare pairs carried in each

cable.
Ini this chapter, the term central office (CO, Office, Terminal
Office) represents a repeated transmission segment end station, which
is a PSN building that may be staffed.
** S(nificant
Ti
tions of this sectuon are drawn from the 1984
six-vo ume TU EM /MHD Hardness AsseIssment/Desian by AT&T Bell Laboratories (the TI Carrier Study). This study was undertaken to compare
the EMP survivability of a particular lightning-protected route near
Omaha, Nebraska, with that of a specially designed EMP-protpcted version of the same route. Only the lightning-protected system is considered in this report.
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A typical TI carrier system might be arranged as shown in
Exhibit 5-1. At an intermediate CO (e.g., in the lower box),the entire
di roup is demultiplexed. This is done so that some voice-frequency
.VF) channels ma be directed to a customer while the remaining voicerequency channels are multiplexed onto the outgoing T1 carrier. The
third type of office configuration shown in Exhibit 5-1 (upper right)
Is used only for supplying power to the TI carrier line.
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Typical TI Carrier System Configuration.
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EMP Effects On The Cable

T1 carrier was originally designed to be used only on twisted
pair, voice-frequency transmission cables. Today, other types of cables are used for TI carrier, some specially designed for Ti carrier
use. Two such cables are the shielded 54- and 158-pair lines, shown in
Exhibit 5-2. However, expanding the channel capacity of existing voicefrequency cables Is still a major application of TI carrier systems.
A number of potential problems can arise from EMP energy induced
First, induced sheath currents
onto long lines by direct Illuminatior.
on one-mile segments between repeaters produce very high sheath currents at COs and at repeaters, Such surges might cause direct damage
to trunks or to equipment when seeking ground. Additionally, sheath
currents diffuse to Internal twisted pal r conductors and induce surges
on those signal leads. Currents induced on the leads might cause damage to repeaters or to terminal equipment either as fast high-voltage
transients or as low-frequency high-voltage surges. These transients
on signal leads would be the more serious threat (apart from direct
If good
damage to cables) if good bonding practices were not in use.
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Transmission media: pulp, air-core PIC, or Jelly-filled
PIC cables from 16 to 26 AWG. (Ref. 20.)Ki

Sheath radius:U
158-pair cable
54-pair cable
EXHIBIT 5-2.

r - 0.017 m
r

-

0.011 m (Ref. 21.)

Ti Carrier Twisted Pair Screened Cable.
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bonding practices are not used, and signal leads are openly exposed to
induced sheath currents, a major problem would be the direct coupling
of transients to signal leads creating a serious threat to repeater and
terminal equipment.

5

In a typical TI cable in the field, good practices from an EMP
perspective for continuously bonding the cable sheath are not always
used. The major violation occurs at cable splice points. In a typical
plastic splice case, a copper braid makes a dc sheath-to-sheath connection for safety purposes, running alongside unshielded signal leads.
Even when a steel splice case is used, a bonding jumper is carried inside the case. Three types of typical splice cases are shown in
Exhibit 5-3(a), (b), and (c). Such splices are not designed to carry
surge currents. Pigtails (bonding straps) are not usually well-bonded
to sheaths, do not provitu enough surface for conduction of high
surges, and easily degrade over a period of years.

I

I

A theoretical prediction of currents induced on a long cable
sheath with splice cases inserted has never been done. A continuous
long sheath is used for predictions, and values from such an analysis
are presented in Chapter 4 for ideal aerial and buried cables. Actual
long lines cannot be illuminated experimentally, but it is reasonable
to assume that actual amplitudes would not be higher, and actual rise
times would not be faster, than those calculated for ideal sheaths.
However, a few splice cases that allow enhanced coupling to signal
leqds could cause significantly higher EMP transients at terminal equipment.
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'(a) Plastic Spl'ce Case
EXHIBIT 5-3.

TI Carrier Splice Cases.
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(c)

PC-12 Splice Case

EXHIBIT 5-3. (continued)

Ti Carrier Splice Cases.
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Accepted values for HEMP-induced sheath currents are on the order
of 2 kA with rise times of 200 ns in buried cable, and on the order of
10 kA with rise times of 20 toL2000 ns in aerial cable, depending on
azimuth of the incident
the polarization, angle of incidence, and
values presented in the Ti Carrier Study are confield, The measuredexpected
values.
sistent with these
In one test listed in the TI Carrier Study, a 1,200-foot 158-pair
cable was exposed to the Repetitive EMP Simulator (REPS) at Harry
Diamond Labs (HDL) in a simulation of double exponential pulse planewave illumination.
Induced currents measured on different parts of the cable are
shown graphically in.Exhibit 5-4. For 760 mA measured on the sheath,
39 mA was measured on the entire core (158 wire pairs). Assuming the
relation between the two levels is linear, determined by the transfer
impedance, and extrapolating to the worst-case theoretical induced
current levels for the full threat (2 kA on buried cable and 4 kA on
aerial cable , about 100 A and 200 A respectively could be induced on
the core. Tha test report goes further to equate this to about 0.5 A
on each si nal lead, and adjusting for the worst case, concludes that
not more than 2 A common-mode would be induced on any signal lead for
buried cable. Aerial cable would have currents higher by a factor of
2. For a 100 11 source impedance on buried and aerial signal leads,
this corresponds to 50 V and 100 V open-circuit voltage respectively
(for 0.5 A and 1 A), or for the worst-case, 200 V and 400 V (for 2 A
and 4 A).
Rise times were measured as 500 ns on the sheath and 209ss on a
single wire, with double-exponential shaped pulse durations of 50 to
100 its. These are within the ran e of accepted values, and are not expected to change for the full 50 V double-exponential pulse threat.
Note that on the test setup, the signal leads were shielded for
their entire length; this is not a good assumption for typical Ti systems, as leads break out and are exposed to a copper braid (that may be
carrying 4 kA) in splice cases. Therefore, although currents and voltages calculated above give a good quantitative description of diffusion
currents, they may not be the most important coupling contributions in
typical systems; actual levels may be significantly higher.
EMP Effects On Repeaters

5.1.2

Regenerative repeaters on the central office and on the line
retime and regenerate transmitted bipolar signals. Repeaters are solidstate plug-in units suitable for pole mounting or manhole placement.
The transmitted digital signal travels on twisted pairs, balanced to
ground, which have a nominal source impedance of 100 ohms. Spacing of
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EMP-Induced Currents On TI Cables.

T1 repeaters ranges from one mile to 6,000 feet. Typical pole0-mounted
and manhole repeater installations are shown inExhilbit 5-6(&) and (b).
The dc power for repeater equipment is supplied over the digital transmission line. Line re~.eaters are powered ina series loop containing
up to 17 repeaters.
The repeater cases installed on Ti carrier systems are the
818-/S19- type. These are designed to house 25 Ti carrier repeaters, a
fault-locate filter, a pressure contactor, and other apparatus. These
repeater cases are molded from a fiberglass reinforced plastic. Numierous types of splice cases are inuse inTi systems. Typically, each
5-7
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has a copper braid bridging the gap from sheath to sheath where signal
lines break out to the splice connector.
From an EMP perspective, TI repeaters can be grouped according to
their hardness against transients. There are unprotected repeaters,
lightning protected repeaters, and 60 Hz hardened repeaters (on lines
where power line fault transients can be expected).
Technologies vary,
and a myriad of repeater types are used; the'y may contain discrete components, standard or low-power ICs. More robust components are used
for protected repeaters, and gas tube protection devices may be installed in the equipment case outside the repeaters.
Since TI signals ire digital, and repeaters detect and regenerate
rather than amplify them, neither high- nor low-frequency pulse components on signal leads will be amplified and passed along the cable.
Therefore, the major concorn In repeater susceptibility is whether the
circuits will survive when exposed to transients coupled onto signal
leads over the one-mile interrepeater lengths.
Lightning-protected repeaters are designed and tested to withstand
600 V, 10 As x 1 , 0 00 Ms (rise time, fall time) double exponential
pulses. Diffusion currents (Section 5.1.1) from a 50 kV double exponential pulse should produce only a 200 V 20 As x 40 As pulse at the repeaters, well within the lightning waveform.
The TI Carrier Study describes two series of tests that addressed
repeater susceptibility to the effects of these transients: EMP fieldtests and current-injection tests. The first test, at HDL, used the
Army EMP Simulator Operation (AESOP) and Office Slnusoidal Simulator
(OSSI) combination to pulse fields onto a 2,000-foot TI trunk with a
splice case and pole-mounted repeater at its center. In this test,
high-level fields and induced lead currents were simultaneously directed onto the repeater. Tests were done on a lightningprotected
repeater and a special EMP-hardened repeater; only the lightningprotected repeater tests are discussed here.
The typical repeater unit tested was an 800-type plastic case
housing two 239 E/F 60 Hz protected repeaters with standard lightning
protection devices, ZO8A gas tubes, installed. The splice case was a
typical PC-12 mounted above ground. During testing, outages in equipment operation of 2 As to 256 ms were experienced, but no failures were
seen.
In addition to subjecting equipment to high-level fields, the
tests at HDL provide experimental Justification for prediction of coupling of energy from sheaths and sheath termination straps to exposed
signal leads. Extrapolation of test observations to worst-case levels
indicates three components of induced current depending on the time
domain. The first is high-frequency ringing or a double exponential
surge, depending on the sheath length, and is quickly damped (in about
a microsecond).
This high frequency signal is due to the equipment
response of the incident EMP field and includes signals due to direct
field penetration and pickup in the critical line length. This component might couple more than 100 A peak onto any individual signal lead.
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s asloerulse attributed in the test report to coupling to

Secnd
the -exposed
$tube -Isn the -splice cast,. butt. could rise -from any
disconti-nuity inthe sheath that isnear exposed wires. This was predicted-to be as high as 20 A at ringing frequencies inthe MHz range.
Third isthe diffusion current described inSection 5.1.1. ConclusionsI
from the TI Carrier Study regarding these three stress levels are shown
inExhibit 5-6.
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HEMP Threat To TI Carrier Facilities,
As Recorded In TI Carrier Study Tests.

The second series of tests involved current-injection on signal
leads, performed at Bell Labs. Double exponential (DE [50 ns risetime]) and damped sinusoid (OS [10 ns rise-time)) pulses were injected.
Pulses ranging from 100 to 440 A wire injected onto gas tube
protected repeater and CO equipment leads; between 2 and 84 A wire
passed through the protector as a result. The only failures seen occurred at 300 A or more, levels above expected HEMP-induced stress
levels. Exhibit 5-7 shows a table of equipment failure and nonfallure
versus stress levels,
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TI Carrier Repeater Current-Injection
Tests At Bell Laboratories.

In related experiments, Sealed Gas Surge Limiters (SGSLs, or gas

tube protectors), were tested separately to determine mean firing times
and voltages. Results of tests conducted at HOL and at Boeing Aerospace Co. are shown in Exhibit 5-8(a) and (b).
Typical PSN applications of the types tested are listed in Exhibit 5-9.
The worst-case HEMP stress coupled onto a signal line might rise
as quickly as 10 V/ns at early times; test results show that if limiters fire, they do so within about 60 ns at about 600 to 700 V. An exception is the 208 A (the most commonly used in TI repeaters), which
fires at about 900 V.
Standard AT&T practices include lightning protection on
above-ground TI repeaters. From the TPD test data, repeater system
test data, and current-coupling tests and analyses, it is reasonable to
conclude that protected repeaters are not vulnerable to the 50 kV/m
double-exponential pulse threat. The EMP survivability of repeaters
without lightning protection is inconclusive.
In current-injection
tests, line repeaters failed when 38 to 50 A were passed through gas
tube protectors. Testing and analysis indicate that surges of 20 A on
buried lines and 40 A on aerial lines (damped sinusoids with ringing

4
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frequencies in the MHz rane) can be nominally expected on signal lines
at line repeaters; higher levels could couple in splice cases that
happen to be poorly bonded or grounded.
5.1.3

EMP Effects On Central Office Eouipment

For all T1 central office equipment, conventional mounting is in
open bays (equipment racks). An important piece of office equipment is
the channel bank (most commonly 04), which provides the voice-frequency
Interface to the digital line. The channel bank samples the analog
voice-frequency signal, converts it to a PCM bit stream, and assembles
the digitally encoded voice frequency signals from 24 voice channels
and framing information into the 1.544 Mbits/s line signal. In the
other transmission direction the channel bank provides the inverse functions.
A channel bank physically consists of shelves in an equipment
frame filled with printed circuit boards. There are two basic types of
circuit boards in the bank: channel units, devoted to functions involving individual voice channels; and common units, devoted to functions
involvihg the digital line or entire bank. The voice-froquency pairs
terminated at a channel unit are balanced to ground and may serve as
either two-wire or four-wire circuits. Signaling is accomplished by
various dc arrangements over the voice-frequency leads, or by separate
signaling pairs. As a result, a single two-way voice-frequency circuit
may have as many as eight pairs of leads at the channel bank interface.
The common equipment boards supply maintenance and alarm functions, multiplexing functions, line and office interface functions, and certain
other functions such as trunk processing and timing. Common equipment
also includes high-frequency circuits, which provide the digital line
interface.
In the TI System, there is essentially no difference between
office level stress and stress on line repeaters; as mentioned above,
transients will not be propagated by repeaters. As with line repeaters, terminal equipment is either unprotected or protected against
lightning and 60 Hz power faults. In a CO, protection may be gas-tube
or 3 mil carbon block TPDs. Signal lines entering a building break out
of the sheath and run to a Main Distribution Frame (MDF) where the
5-13
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lightning protection is located, then to equipment racks, which contain
the office repeaters and channel banks.
Disregarding other office transients and direct coupling to the
exposed leads, the currents induced on signal leads at the office would
be the same as those at line repeaters. Consequently, tests similar to
the line repeater tests were conducted at HOL on CO terminal equipment
and on 04 c annel banks. The AESOP and OSS0combination tests on protected line systems showed no failures, leading to the conclusion that
the office repeaters can sustain up to 130 A simulated HEMP-induced
transients without damage.
Under the TI Carrier Study, an EMP-hardened 04 channel bank,
enclosed in a shielded cabinet and protected by special TPDs at line
interfaces, was subjected to simulated EMP fields and proved to be
survivable. However, when the backplate and door of the shielded
cabinet were left open, or when either the power or voice frequency
(VF) TPOs were removed, hardware within the 04 channel bank suffered
ermanent failure. Because the equipment failed at the lowest field
evel (35tkV/m) attainable under the simulator at HDL, it was not
possibe to determine the actual failure threshold or to evaluate the
success of alternative methods of.protecting the channel bank.

N
m

I
I

A second test*, therefore, was undertaken to:
' identify the failure threshold for a D4 channel bank.
' ident~ify and verify methods to protect a D4 channel bank.
The tests were conducted at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory
(AFWL) using the ALECS facility, which produces a vertically-polarized
electric field, adjustable in strength from 5 kV/m to 100 kV/m. The
simulated EMP had a rise-time of between 3 and 15 ns and a decay-time
of about 200 ns, comparable to the wavefQrm expected from an actual
EMP. To assess the channel bank's response to the simulator fields,
tests of tone transmission, signal transmission, and idle circuit noise
were made following each simulator pulsv.
This study demonstrated that EMP affects a 04 channel bank
primarily through the injection of large current transients at the
interfaces to long connecting cables; fields of only 12 kV/m are
sufficient to cause service-affecting hardware failures of unprotected
04 channel banks. EM fields are also coupled directly to wires on the
backplane, but these transients are of a much lower amplitude than
those at line interfaces. These transients will only cause damage if
the field In the vicinity of the bank exceeds 40 kV/m, and only then if
maximum coupling occurs to the backplane wires (i.e. the incident field
must be planar and roughly parallel to the backplane wires).
T "EMP Assessment of D4 Channel Bank," a study funded by the OMNCS
The
and administered by DNA under Contract Number DNAOO1-85-C-0409.
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The cables used during the testing of the D4 were typical of
those found in many COs, The cables used were:
'
*
*

Two power cables, each of 6-gauge wire.
One alarm cable with four pairs of 26-gauge wire.
Two ABAM 606B shielded T-carrier cables, each with 12
pairs of 22-gauge wire.
wo VF cables, each with 100 pairs of 26-gauge wire.

The power, Tocarrier, and alarm cables were bundled together and
were separated horizontally by approximately six feet from the
VF cable bundle.
It was assumed that the currents induced by EMP on cables
connected to the D4 channel bank are comparable to those induced
on similar cables connected to the SESSTM switch (see
Section 6.2). The maximum current induced on the 128 twistedpair cables connected to the 5ESS switch was 150 A, so a
conservative estimate of 300 A was assumed as the maximum
EMP-induced current on the cables connected to the 04 channel
bank. At 50 kV/m, the vertical cables connected to the channel
bank were adjusted until the current on all but the VF cables
reached 300 A. Although 300 A could not be generated on the VF
cables, the peak current of 15 A per pair going into the bank
was comparable to the 12 A per pair expected in a CO

environment.

A standard D4 channel bank without any EMP protection was
pulsed 25 times at 5 kV/m without recording a single hardware
failure. All channel units were tested at this level. An alarm
control unit (ACU) was permanently damaged during the one test
pulse at the 12 kV/m level, probably resulting from an overcurrent at the power interface. Based entirely on this one
failure, it was concluded that the failure threshold of an
unprotected 04 channel bank is between 5 kV/m and 12 kV/m
vertical.
Exhibit 5-10 summarizes the failure thresholds of a
standard, unhardened D4 channel bank in terms of the peak
transient current induced at each line interface. For the
Alarm, VF, and T-carrier interfaces, the induced currents are
for each twisted pair,
Interface
Alarm
VF
T-carrier
Power
Exhibit 5-10.

ID (A)
90
3
13-27
37

Risetime (ns)
- 70
- 70
75-85
- 55

Failure Thresholds of Unhardened N4 Channel Bank.

'JUL&
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It was shown that the D4 channel bank could be protected
against threat-level transients by installing TPDs at interfaces

The minimum protection needed at line

to external cables.

interfaces to ensure survivability includes:
'

Alarm Interface:

'

VF Interface:

'
'

845A diodes.
0.01 AF capacitor.

845A diodes.
a 2 AH inductor and a 60 V
voltage clamping diode.

T-carrier Interface:
Power Interface:

I
N

With these TPDs Inplace, the bank survived 96 simulator pulses
between 50 kV/m and 100 kV/m vertical.

I
I

Exhibit 5-11 summarizes the maximum induced transient
currents at each of the line interfaces to the hardened 04
channel bank using the EMP TPDs outlined above). For the
Alarm, VF, and T-carrier interfaces, the Induced currents are
for each twisted pair. While these current transients did not
cause the 04 to fail, they can be used as a conservative lower
limit for the failure thresholds of each interface.
Intprface
Alarm
VF
T-carrier
Power
Exhibit 5-11.

ID (A)
177
28
64
247

RIsat;mu (ns)
95
90
78
90

Lower Limit Failure Thresholds for
an EMP-Hardened D4 Channel Bank.

Further tests measured transient coupling to the backplane
wires of the channel bank. The D4 was not connected to any
cables other than to a short power cable, protected at the bank
interface by a power TPD. To produce maximum coupling, the D4
was configured with no shielding cabinet and was oriented with
the backplane wires parallel to the incident field. The 04 was
subjected to 3 pulses at 40 kV/m vertical without failure. The
same bank (protected on the shelves by EMP plug-in boards) was
subjected to one pulse at 80 kV/m, and one channel unit lost its
signaling capability. However, when the circuit packs of the
channel unit were hardened, no failures were recorded in 3
pulses at the 80 kV/m level. It was concluded that the failure
threshold due to direct radiation isbetween 40 kV/m and 80 kV/m
vertical.
In the final test configuration, signal errors or
interruptions occurred only twice in 33 tests, with durations of
0.1 ms and 10 ms. A synchronization signal was briefly lost in
the remaining 94% of the tests, but its duration was not long
enough to introduce errors into the data. The effect of these
signal interruptions on voice communications was nearly Imperceptible, although for data communications at 9600 baud, as many
as 100 bits may be lost.,
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5.1.4

T1 System Resoonse To EMP

As stated above, typical TI cables and repeaters with standard
(gas tube) protection against lightning and 60 Hz power faults are survivable against the 50 kV/m double exponential HEMP threat. The available test data on repeaters with no lightning protection indicates that
the expected peak stress level (20A to 40A) and the measured susceptibility level (40A to 50A) are separated by less than the mar-in of error for this analysis; therefore, no conclusion can ba drawl, r unpt'otected repeaters.
D4 channel banks suffered significant damage and complete failure
at transient stress levels that could occur in the central office environment. Fields of only 12 kV/m were sufficient to cause serviceaffecting failures of unprotected 04 channel banks. The failures were
caused by the Injection of large current transients (3 A - 90 A,
- 70 ns rise-time) at the interfaces to long cables. By installing
TPDs at these Interfaces, the bank was able to withstand induced
current transients at the various interfaces of between 28 A and 247 A
(with rise-times of about 90 ns).
Based on these results, the unhardened Ti carrier sustem is
vulnerable to the effects of HEMP. A hardened T1 carrier system,
including EMP-protected 04 channel banks and repeaters, was subjected
to threat-level fields, and is concluded to be robust to the effects of
HEMP. A summary of experimental and predicted stress levels is presented in Exhibit 5-12.
5.2

FT3C MULTI-MODE OPTICAL-FIBER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM*

The FT3C system is a medium to high capacity trunk transmission
system that transmits digitally-encoded voice and data information at
90 Mb/sec through multi-mode light pulses. The system contains three
basic elements: the optical waveguide cable, the line repeater stations (LRSs) that regenerate the attenuated optical pulses, and the
central office (CO) equipment that terminate and process the signal.
A typical FT3C lightwave tystem might be arranged as shown in
Exhibit 5-13. The elements ot an FT3C system cover a large geographic
area; cable splices occur every 1 to 2 km, LRSs may be as far as 44 km
apart, and the maintenance span between COs may reach 800 km. The impact of EMP on any part of the FT3C system must, therefore, take ac..
count of the total electromagnetic energy collected by long cable runs.

SSignificant portions
entitled, "FT3C Multimode
Test and Assessment," one
OMNCS and administered by

of this section are drawn from NCS TIB 85-12
Optical-Fiber Communications System: EMP
of two studies in a program funded by the
DNA under contract DAEA-18-75-A-0059-SZO1AC.
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5.2.1

- -'

OW

Typical FT3C System Configuration.__

EMP Effects on the Cable

The glass fibers used in the FT3C system are very thin, each
Individual fibers
measuring only 0.125 mm (0.005 inch) in diameter.
are grouped into ribbons of 12 fibers each, with up to 12 ribbons
stacked together for a maximum of 144 fibers per cable. Up to 1344
voice circuits can be transmitted over a pair of lightguide fibers.
The ribbons are intertwined to reduce the strain on the fibers due to
cable bends, with steel wires incorporated to further distribute the
load, The outer sheath contains two layers of high-density polyethylene, with 14 steel wires measuring 17pow.mils in diameter (approximately 26 gauge) imbedded in each layer. The two sets of wires are
helically wrapped in the opposite sense from each other. Exhibit 5-14
shows a cross section of the LGA1- type lightguide cable used in the

F
.

Va~a

testing.

EXII

5-13

Tyia

CSsemCniuain

Because the complex configuration of the cable is difficult to
model analytie~lly, the only reliable, cost-effective way to quantify
The optical fibers
its response to HEMP is to physically test it.
should not collect electromagnetic energy, so the analysis must focus
If the steel wires are modelled as a
on the sheath strength members.
solid steel sheath, it is possible that current transients of 1-2 kA
Three different testst+
may be induced on the cable (see Section 4-5).
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CO.

Cross-section of LGAI-type Llghtguide Cable.

were conducted on vhe FT3C cable under the EMP simulator (AESOP) at
HOL. While the FT3C Is a burled system, the cable was tested on or
above the ground to facilitate testing. Coupling to a3rial cables is
much more efficient than coupling to buried cables, so the transients
that the aerial cable were exposed to had faster rise times, higher
peak amplitudes, and more high-frequency components than the transients
that an identical buried cable would have been exposed to. The incident field, therefore, induced worst-case transients on the cable.
The electromagnetic coupling test was designed to assist in the
quantification of the relation between the incident electromagnetic
ield and the measured bulk cable current at low incident field levels.
A 308-meter length of cable was laid paralll to the longitudinal axis
of AESOP at a distance of 100 meters and was pulsed by tho simulator.
The peak incident electric field was about 2 V/rm at the t.able center.
The sheath termination hardware (STH) was alternately lert opencircuited or grounded to a copper-clad iron rod, and in e~ch case, the
peak current generated at the cable's midpoint was about 27 A. Extrapolation of this low-level coupling predicts a peak induced current of
about 700 A at the threat level of 50 kV/m horizontal.
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The current-induction test was designed to produce the largest
current AESOP could couple to the wire. With the cable carrying an
optical signal in the near field of the simulator (8.5 m), a maximum
current transient of 475 A was induced with the centerline grounded,
below the predicted threat of 700 A. The test transient caused small
"punch-through" holes on the outer sheath of the cable, possibly resulting from arcing from the steel wires inside the cable to earth
ground. No parity errors or transmission path loss were measured.
It
is likely that this problem will worsen as currents reach threat
levels, possibly causing signal disruption and permanent damage.
The third test measured the distribution of current within the
cable. Results show that the outer steel wires carried about one-third
of the cable current, with the inner steel wires and vapor barrier carrying the remaining two-thirds.
The AESOP simulator produces an electromagnetic field whose
waveform and amplitude approximate those expected from a high-altitude
nuclear burst. However, since the spacial extent over which these
fields are produced are relatively limited, current injection must be
used to reproduce current waveforms of the same magnitude as those induced by EMP on long cable runs.
If good bonding practices are not used, induced sheath currents
may disrupt the optical signal or damage hardware components; one of
the areas most likely to have poor bonding is cable splice points.
Current injection was employed to assess the potential vulnerability of
cable splice points to signal disruption. Exhibit 5-15 shows a typical
optical splice organizer.
For testing purposes, the optical signal was looped through the
cable splice and was monitored for parity errors. With the Marx generator charged to 90 kV, peak currents of 900 A were injected through
cable stubs into the splice case, and no parity errors were detected.
Although not explicitly stated, it is assumed that the stubs were configured with FT3C cable. It is also assumed that the rise and fall
times of the injected current waveforms accurately represented EMPinduced transients.
The splice and o tical cable were subjected to injected currents
above the predicted threat level of 700 A, with no parity errors detected. It is likely that the 900 A injected current waveform caused some
physical damage to the cable, because induced current transients of
only 475 A were shown to cause minor damage to the outer sheath of the
cable. Despite this, it appears that the cable and splice case are survivable to the effects of HEMP, because the optical signal was not disrupted due to the injected current.
5.2.2

EMP Effects on Line Regeater Stations

The LRS Is designed to amplify and retransmit attenuated optical
signals between CO facilities. Each LRS contains one or more Line Repeater Bays (LRBs), each of which can acconmmodate up to 48 FT3C regenerators, with one regenerator required for each direction of
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EXHIBIT 5-15. Grounding and Insulating Joint Connections on5
Lightguide Splice Organi zer in a Vault Splice
Closure and at a Central Office CEF.
transmission. The bays are powered by 131-type power converters, which
require 208/240 V single-phase AC power input and produce -48 V DC
power output for three fully-loaded LRBs. The power converters have a
battery backu pwhich can power three fully-loaded LRBs for about eight
hours . Long lengths of cable are terminated At the LRS by lightguide
cable interconnection equipment (LICIE). Exhibit 5-16 shows typical
cable terminations on LCIE.
The large current transients that are generated on the steel
stregthMe~ ers of the FT3C cable may enter the LRS through the ground
system (which incorporates both the LRS and the LCIE), because the current isterminated to ground through the LCIE. The FT3C power system
may be susceptible to spurious shutdown or hardware damage when exposed
to these transient ground-system currents.
During testing, the 131C power converters provided the -48 V DC
power using one of its two rectifier circuits. While the equipment was
exposed to the E-field produced by the Marx generators, an optical test
signal was generated inthe EMP shielded test hut, sent via a 100-foot
long cable to the equipment being tested (where itwas processed), and
sent back to the test hut (where itwas checked for parity errors), A
maximum charge level of 78 kV produced average E-field components at
the equipment of 55 kV/m horizontal and 25 kV/m vertical.,m'
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Detail Views of Cable Terminations on
Lightguide Cable Interconnection Equipment.

The two major non-recoverable service-affecting failures that
occurred during thIs phase of testing were:
All three types of power units (131LIA, '31T1, and 131AB1)
were subject to deactivation under EMP exposure, with the
likelihood of disabling increasing with field intensity.
One hardware failure occurred in a 131L1A power unit in the
LRS at medium field-strength (55 kV charge level).
The deactivation of the power units constitutes a serious
problem. When the power units deactivate, power is automatically supplied from the reserve batteries, which will continue to supply power
until the deactivated power units are manuaiJ..•v restarted. If the power
units are not restarted within eight hours, the batteries will be
drained, and all service will stop. It is evident that this power system is not survivable to EMP.
The failure of the 131L1A power unit potentially constitutes a
more serious problem, because the failed unit needs to be repaired or
replaced (not Just restarted) within eight hours if uninterrupted

service is to continue.

Because only one power unit failed during the
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testing, and the failure occurred at medium field strength while no
failures occurred at threat-level fields, the one recorded failure can
be considered an anomaly and is not expected to occur during exposure
to EMP-induced transients.
The power converter shutdowns during the testing of the LRS showed
that the overvoltage protection circuitry of all three types of power
converters were sensitive to RF noise. The problem was solved by placing a 0.1 #F capacitor between the gate and cathode of the SCR in the
overvoltage protection circuitry and placing a 0.01 AF capacitor at
the input lead of the overvoltage comparator. The maximum differential
current across the supply and return leads of the power converters was
shown to be about 40 A, leading to a peak voltage across the output terminals of about 4 kV. With the protective capacitors in place, the modified power converters withstood injected current waveforms with voltages exceeding 4 kV. Several further circuit modifications (similar to
those mentioned above) enabled the power converters to withstand repeated peak incident fields of 70 kV/m horizontal and 20 kV/m vertical.
Although the modified power converters of this test configuration
survived simulated EMP transients, they can not be considered survivable to HEMP. The shutdowns were traced to sensitivity of overvoltage
protection circuitry to RF noise, yvý this sensitivity was quite likely
affected by the configuration of the test setup, which was different
from typical LRSs and COs.
A more thorough analysis using typical LRS
and CO configurations is needed to verify that the modified power converters are survivable to HEMP.

I

I

Large EMP-induced current transients may be generated on the
cable, leaving the lightgulde cable interconnection equi ment LClE),
LRS, and CO equi ment particularly vulnerable, because the LCl terminates long Ien tJs of cable at both the LRS and CO equipment bays. Because free field simulation could not generate threat-level currents,
current injection was chosen to assess the potential vulnerability of
the LCIE to current transients.
With the Marx generator charged to 90 kV, a peak current of 600 A
was generated in the LCIE (slight y below the predicted threat of
700 A), and no parity errors or hardware damage were detected. This
current is lower than the current injected into the splice case at the
same charging value, because the LCIE has a higher terminating impedance than the splice case. Since no signal disruptions or hardware
damage occurred with 600 A of injected current, it is likely that the
LCIE will survive injected threat-level currents, but this has yet to
be verified.
Except for the damage and shutdown of the power converters, the
LCIE and LRS suffered no service-affecting damage or upsets. However,
it is possible for threat-level currents to enter the LRS through the
ground system, which incorporates both the LCIE and the LRS. Since the
survivability of this equipment against threat-level currents on the
ground system has not been adequately addressed during testing, no
assessment of the modified LRS' vulnerability to HEMP can be made.
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The power converter shutdown problems incurred during simulator
testing of the LRS are quite serious. After a power converter shutdown, power Is always supplied by batteries, which last for only eight
hours. If the power converters are not manually reactivated within
eight hours, then the entire LRS which is powered by the affected power
converter will be left without power, and no further calls can be processed. The power converters must therefore be considered vulnerable
to HEMP. The survivability of LRS equipment is inconclusive, since
threat-level currents were not injected into all subsystems.
5.2.3

EMP Effects on Central Office Eouioment

The FT3C uses MX3 and MX3C equipment at all terminal locations
(see Exhibit 5-13). The MX3C LTF consists of a single MX3C lightwave
monitor and control bay, a lightwave terminating growth bay (as required), and from one to five MX3 function bays. Various modules may
be installed in the MX3 function bay to allow the MX3C lightwave terminating frame (LTF) to operate in one or more of three modes,
Each configuration of the MX3C LTF can terminate up to ten two-way FT3C lightwave service lines and up to two two-way FT3C lIghtwave protection
lines. The monitor and control bay lightwave terminating module (LTM)
provides an Interface between the function bay modules and the optical
cable. The regenerators within the LTM multiplex the two 45 Mb/sec input signals and output a g0 Mb/sec electrical signal.
This signal
drives the regenerator transmitter, which converts the signal to an
FT3C lightwave line signal for transmission on the fibers. As with the
LRS, long lengths of cable are terminated at the CO by lightguide cable
interconnection equipment (LCIE).
In the FT3C system, there is essentially no difference between
stress on central office equipment and stress on line repeaters. Consequently, tests similar to the line repeater tests were conducted at
HOL on CO equipment.
During testing, CO equipment consisting of a monitor and control
bay and a MX3 function bay were subjected to simulated EMP while powered by batteries. One of the two major non-recoverable serviceaffecting failures that occurred during the LRS testing affected the CO
equipment as well: all 131-type power converters were again subject to
deactivation (causing total service interruptions) when exposed to even
low-level simulator pulses.
Threat-level currents can enter the CO equipment ground system
from the cable through the LCIE. Because such currents were not inJected into CO equipment, the same conclusion can be drawn here as was
drawn for the LRSs: CO equipment with unmodified power converters is
vulnerable to HEMP-induced transients, while no assessment of the vulnerability of the modified CO equipment can be made.
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5.2.4

FT3C Multi-mode System ResDonse to EMP

AESOP induced fields and injected threat-level currents did not
produce any signal disruptions or service-affecting hardware damage
during testing of the optical cable and splice case, so both elements
appear survivable to the effects of HEMP.
Near threat-level currents were injected into the LCIE with no
signal disruption or hardware damage detected, so it is likely that the
LC E will survive threat-level transients, but this has yet to be veri-

'

fled.
Unmodified power converters were shown to be vulnerable to
simulated HEMP transients. Because both the LRS and CO rely on the
power converters to power them, each must also be considered vulnerable
to HEMP.
Although modified power converters were shown able to survive
simulated HEMP fields, testing of the modified power converters did not
use a LRS or CO confi uration typical of those in the field; it is possible, therefore, that the modified power converters would not survive
exposure to actual EMP. While current was injected directly into the
LCIE and power converters, it was never injected into the LRS or CO
equipment through an LCIE. These two problems cause the survivability
o LRS and CO equipment to be inconclusive.
Because of the demonstrated vulnerability of the power system, the
entire FT3C multi-mode system must be considered vulnerable to HEMP.
5.3

THE L4 AND LS CARRIER SYSTEMS

The L4 System was introduced in the late 1960s for reliable
high-capacity long-haul transmission. L4 is a solid-state system designed to survive in a nuclear environment (Ref. 22). All cable is
buried, and hardened routes have buried main stations and repeaters.
The L4 System comprises cable, terminal office equipment, and
three types of line repeaters: basic, regulating, and equalizing.
Basic repeaters are nominally spaced 2 miles apart, regulating repeaters 12 miles, and equalizing repeaters 50 miles apart. Terminal stations (main stations, central offices) perform formatting and switching
functions, allow remote control, and supply power to repeaters; they
may be attended or unattended, and can be spaced up to 150 miles apart.
The L4 System was retrofitted over L3, introduced in 1953 with 12
coaxial tubes and 9,300 two-way voice channels, which, In turn, had
been retrofitted over L2.
In addition to carrying more tubes per
sheath, each successive retrofit multiplexed higher frequencies and cut
the previous nominal repeater spacing in half, for example, from 4
miles in L3, to 2 miles in L4.
The first commercial use of LS was in 1974.
L5 was planned for
the relief of coaxial and radio systems along major north-south and
east-west corridors in intercity networks (Ref. 20). The L5 system is
5-26
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retrofitted on L4, and has basic repeaters every mile. Main stations
perform the same functions as L4 main stations, but must be spaced 75
riles apart or less.
A high-level block diagram of system terminal equipment is shown
in Exhibit 5-17. Main station equipment includes transmitting and receiving equalizing repeaters and multiplexing equipment for customer
message formatting and amplification. Additionally, main station L4
and
L5 equipment
performs
remote monitoring
and control,
fault automatic
location, protection
and power switching,
supply.
EMP Effects On The Cables

5.3.1

L4 trunks generally are 3-inch shielded cable carrying 20 coaxial
tubes and 52 interstitial service pairs. Each coaxial tube carries six
frequency-multiplexed master groups, i.e., 3,600 one-way voice channels; each pair carries 3,600 two-way (full-duplex) voice channels. Of
the 20 tubes, one pair is spare and nine pairs are used, supplying
32,400 two-way message channels per sheath. Exhibit 5-18 shows a typical L4 cable.
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Simplified Block Diagram Of L4 Terminal Equipment.,'

L5 multiplexes
< . ., • •
, - three
, •
. . full-duplex
• , . , ' .'
• lL. jumbogroups
• e• .
•,'
e'
'. ' (each
•, • . W"comprising
J ,•W .• . C' W __ • six
•p W• . •'
tubes (two are still spare) supplying a total 108,000 two-way voicei
channels per sheath.
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Trunk cable: WECo "COAX-20", buried, pressurized with dry air.
Standard coaxial line: 0.1" copper conductor insulated from 0.375"
cylindrical conductor of 0.012" copper tape seamed lengthwise.
Outer conductor wrapped in one or two 0.006" steel tapes for added
strength and H field shielding.
Completed trunk cable core (including core pairs, inner eight coaxials,
interstice pairs, outer 12 coaxials, two units of wire pairs,
interstice single wires, paper wrapping): 2.13" diameter.
Inner polyethylene jacket: 0.075" thick.
Outer paper wrap (heat barrier): spirally wound, thickness 0O005".
Lead (Pb) sheat : Thickness 0.112", conductivity is 4.5 x 10 mho/m.
Outer polyethylene jacket: 0.079" thick black polyethylene, dielectric
constant is 2.3.
Total cable outer diameter: 2.972."

EXHIBIT 5-18.

Typical L4 Cable Characteristics.
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In addition to the 6 and 18 mastergroups that L4 and L5 trunks
respectively carry, they carry line pilot signals, equalizer test and
remote control adjustment signals, line-switching signals, command carrier signals, and monitoring oscillator signals. Diagrams of L4, L5
system frequency allocation are shown in Exhibit 5-19(a) and (b).
If L cables were exposed to EMP, major concerns would be similar
to those for T1 cable: direct damage from large currents, diffusion
currents on signal conductors, and high-frequency coupling to exposed
cable. However, there are a few differences. Since L systems are analog and repeaters actually amplify signals, the poLsntial amplification
of high-frequency HEMP-induced surges is a concern. Additionally,
lower-frequency surges could sum a on entire 150-mile lengths, since
repeater dc power is sent along sIgnal lines and power separation filters are designed to pass low frequencies along the line.
In general, L4 cables are well-protected against direct coupling
and its effects. There are no splice cases at repeaters; signal lines
in L4 are much less apt to be exposed to sheath currents than signal
lines in twisted pair cables or in T1, for example. All lines are
buried.
On some routes, guard wires are buried with the cables; guard
wires are two 0.165-inch diameter wires, 10 inches apart and 24 inches
above the cable. The purpose of these wires is to protect cables from
direct lightning strikes. The cables are better conductors and carry
90 percent of induced currents at frequencies above 10 kHz (rise times
less than 25 As), where most HEMP energy is radiated.
5.3.2

EMP Effects On Reoeaters

Over a 4,000-mile route, signal loss is 120,000 dB in L4 cable at
nominal L4 frequencies. The L4 system is designed to deliver signals
to within L 3 dB amplitude for all circuits. Amplification of the signal is a complex task and must be well controlled. Control of the signal levels is accomplished by three types of repeaters. The basic repeater is a plug-in unit with a shaped gain-frequency characteristic
that compensates for two miles of 0.375-inch coaxial cable loss at
"55 F. A regulating repeater performs the basic repeater function and
provides gain regulation to compensate for changes in cable loss due tG
variations in soil ambient temperature. An equalizing (mld-span) repeater performs the regulating repeater functions and provides equalization across the L4 band using six networks whose characteristics can be
varied remotely by commands from a main station control center.
Each repeater has power separation filters kPSFs), a Zener diode
for constant voltage drop, and an amplifier circuit. The PSFs supply
dc power to the amplifiers and divert frequencies below 70 kHz from
amplification. A preamplifier, which accepts frequencies over 100 kHz,
and a power amplifier amplify the analog signal, and are separated by
Line Build-Out units (LBOs).
LBOs are passive lossy networks that
mimic cable losses; they are inserted (in 0.1-mile increments) when
5-2
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cables are shorter than nominal. A block diagram of a basic repeater,
showing the power separation filters, is shown in Exhibit 5-20. Typical repeater layout according to function is shown for L4 and L5 in

Exhibit 5-21.
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Simplified Schematic Of L4 Basic Repeater.

Ingeneral, L4 repeaters (inand out of main stations) are well
protected. Transient protec.tion and transformers exist on all interface circuitry. Repeaters have heavy aluminum cases, and are installed
inmanholes. Protective grounding circuits may also exist at repeater
sites.

__
_:-,
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.2 e"2.2

Because of the configuration of the 150-mile repeater power squpply
loop, repeaters near the ends of the loop operate at high potentials
with respect to ground. This makes high potential surges an even greater concern. L systems do not use TPDs an signal lines (which also
filter, which isexposed directly to diffusion currents. Nonetheless,
L4 repeaters are designed to withstand induced EMP surges, especially

along hardened routes--a requirement that may have had the greatest in-I
fluence on repeater physical design and circuit design.
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EXHIBIT 5-21

.........................

L System Repeater Spacing,

The low-pass PSF has its break point at 70 kHz in line repeaters
and 40 kHz in main office repeaters. High-frequency signals are sent
to the preamplifier input filter, a high-pass filter with its break
point at 100 kHz in line repeaters and 45 kHz in office repeaters. Lowfrequency signals are passed to the power supply circuit and directly
to the repeater Zener diode. Thus, pulse components below 100 kHz
could stress the diode and the preamplifier filter, but they will not
be amplified.
Pulses entering through the outptit terminals are similarly
filtered and passed to the power amplifier output. The preamplifier
input and power amplifier output are well-protected; the preamplifier
input has a transformer and surge protection diodes, and the power amplifier output has a transformer and an RLC filter (Ref. 23). At
20 MHz the pre-amplifier has a gain of 6 to 17 dB, the power amplifier
a gain of 18 to 20 dB (Ref. 23).
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Protective silicon diodes are installed across both the primary
and secondary windings of the preamplifier input transformer. The preamplifier first stage transistor would be damaged if exposed to too
much voltage drop; the protection diodes are designed to limit voltage
spikes to a swing of 2 V peak-to-peak for any type of transient, including EMP.
This combination of repeater protection has proved effective
against short circuits, lightning, and 800 V, 60 Hz power fault tran.
sients. Before deployment in L4 systems, repeaters are tested with
transients peaking at 2 kV in 10 As with up to a millisecond duration
injected onto input and output terminals.
Repeater cases are thick aluminum, which is in effective shield.
Cases and cables are grounded on a ground bus, which runs to a peripheral ground of 0.75-inch bonded copper-weld rods buried around the manhole. At the repeaters and all along the cable, signal conductors see
an estimated 6,000 Q Impedance to their return (the coaxial tubes), essentially an open circuit compared with their 75 0 source impedance.
Thus, they are essentially 150-mile conductors with a continual open
"circuit to ground. The outer coaxial tubes, on the other hand, are
bonded to the lead (Pb) sheath at each repeater, effectively grounding
them every two miles. Additionally, cables are laid inside steel pipe
for 30 feet as they approach a repeater on each end.
These are good bonding practices, as outlined in Chapter 4.
Extremely high surge currents might reflect somewhat from the ground
bus onto coaxial tubes, but would not be significantly propagated down
the line. Ringing that couples onto signal lines would either be
damped by amplifier transformers (if high-frequency) or attenuated by
the 150-mile isolated signal lead itself (if low-frequency).
Bulk current injected onto the trunk sheath was 1,460 A, somewhat
less than the 2 kA that might couple to buried cable. Free-field illumination levels of all equipment were up to 80 kV/m, much higher than
the 50 kV/m threat. In addition, equipment was exposed to repetitive
pulses of free-field illumination and current injection, spaced 0.5 As
apart, to simulate multiple HEMP events.
Thus far, the coupling of transient fields to trunk sheaths and
the integration of diffused currents over long lines have been discussed, including attenuation by repeater transformers, but ignoring
repeater action. In the L4 System, there is also concern about the
propagation and amplification of high-frequency (above 100 kHz) surges
"down the line.
Such limiting action causes a burst of noise to be propagated
through the system, In tests, this noise was enough to cause temporary
loss of signal to the next repeater in line, but did not cause any
damage. Since any amplification of this noise would be attenuated by
the next interrepeater cable length, PSF, and preamplifier input filter, it is concluded that high-frequency noise may be spread over time,
but it will not be amplified above the level seen at a single repeater.
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5.3.3

EMP Effects On Central Office Eauloment

Central offices perform-remote control of line systems, protection
switchin on all transmission trunks, and protective grounding and shutdown of he repeater power supply loop.
A control center, located only at certain main stations, Is
attended and allows performance of remote temperature and gain sensing,
adjustment of equalizers, problem location, and interrogation and control of othe (slave) main stttions, which need not be attended. As an

example, problem location might be conducted by remotely turning on
test oscillators present in each equalizer and monitoring oscillators

present in each repeater. Signal levels would be displayed in a spectrum analyzer at the control center, and amplifier gain deviations
would be pinpointed.
Automatic protection switching occurs at each main station,
staffed or unstaffed. When a line pilot used for primary frequency
synchronization or repeater gain regulation deviates from preset
levels, all circuits on that coaxial tube are switched onto the standby
pair at the receiving end, and a line protection switching tone is sent
to the transmitting end. Any upset in the line pilot tone causes the
Line Protection Switching System (LPSS) to switc the standby pair of
coaxial tubes into the transmishion path.
Main stations contain high-voltage dc converters that furnish
power to line repeaters over the center conductor of the coaxial lines
and to other remote equipment over the Interstitial lines. A line repester loop (two main terminals and all of the line repeaters between
them) is powered from both ends, with one end grounded and one end
floating. The potential drop along each long lmne is symmetric with
respect to ground, one end positive and one negative. In L4 the longline drop over I1O miles is 3,600 V, maintaining 520 mA dc; in L5 the
drop over 75 miles is 1,150 V, maintaining 910 mA.
Induced sheath currents or earth potential gradients can cause
dangerously high voltages at the floating end of the loop, so a protective earth grounding circuit Is tied to floating ground. A block diagram of the L4 repeater power supply loop is shown in Exhibit 5-22, and
simpler block diagrams of the grounding protection are shown for L4 and
L5 in Exhibit 5-23(a) and (b).
As mentioned in the previous section, surge transients at COs
would be equivalent to those expected at rapeaters at the ends of a
150-mile segment.
On each L4 signal line entering a main station building, surge
protection or regu ator diodes and a spark gap are provided. Typical
spark gaps used are Western Electric (WECo) type 98, 111, or 123 carbon
blocks. As part numbers ascend, these carbon blocks are built to carry
more current; plant engineers choose a part based on experience with
transient problems in their areas. Special high-current protectors,
such as WECo 1J8, may be installed where severe power-fault transients
could couple to signal lines.
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were tested. The first rose to peak in4 js; intwo series of tests,
were 610 ± 70 V and 780
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deviation
the mean
10A voltages
s x 1,000 MI pulse that repeatwas the
second pulse
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V. and
±140
ers are tested with; the observed firing voltage was 700 ± 75 V. For
all tests combined, the average delay (charging of the carbon blocks)
th re shold (representing the
was 7 ns to 40 ns at voltages near the
AA
worst case), and 5 to 7 ns at high voltages up to 2,000 V. From these
tests, ittis apparent that all current In the pulse for at least the
few nanoseconds vi11 be pse onthe lines directly intoequp
ment leads.
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As mentioned, there is a protective circuit on the repeater power
loop floating ground point to protect against induced surges and earth
potentials. A schemitc and listing of the operationl 11 lmits of this
circuit are shown in Exhibit 5-24. Central offices have additional
threats to this power supply loop, particularly from magnetohydrodynamic EMP (MHD EMP),*
Shutdown of the power loops through the protective grounding
circuit or the power converters is not a failure; it is a protective
loss of power that requires manual intervention. Personnel at the two
central officus would have to be in communication to raise the four
power converters to operational level in tandem. This communication
normally takes place over order wires, the two groups of wires that run
in L4 cables near the outer sheath in place of coaxial tubes (see the
L4 cross-section, Exhibit 5-18).
Communiedtion between PSN personnel

is voice frequency analog

repeated at the equalizing repeaters only (in separate amplification
circuits from signal ampl ifers at the repeaters).
A - ALARM RIEAYM
P - GROUNDING RILAY

PLOATINO

: *j

PRTI fOR

..-.. A

,

, LAMP

EST

AMANUALUAL

CAIT

VOLAGMI

"ZERO CENTIR

-24 V

TElT BIW

PEAK INSTANTANEOUS LIMIT
2,00 V TOTAL
PEAK FLOATING GROUND VOLTAGE
800 V MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM STEADYSTATE OVERVOLTAGE
2,200 V TOTAL
MAXIMUM STEADYTIrATE FLOATING GROUND VOLTAGE
400 V MAXIMUM
STEADY-STATE SHUTDOWN LIMIT FOR FLOATINO GROUND VOLTAGE
3' it
DELAY TIME FOR STIEADYSTATE SHUTDOWN
20 MS.
EXHIBIT 5-24. Schematic And Limits Of Power
Loop Protective Grounding Circuit,
* MHD EMP results in an induced potential over the surface of the
Earth and Is a natural corollary to HEMP.
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The second potential problem is firing of spark gaps on the
separate amplifier power supply lines, latch-up, and blowing of the
AfusM, This would mean thit power to the 150-mIle loop of L4 signal re-

I

pesters could not be restored unless personnel could communicate over
other routes, or replace the fuses in the field.
5.3.4

Racoonsa Of The L4/LB Carrier Systems To EMP

In addition to the cable current, direct illumination and earth
otential stresses, current will be carried to L4 COs along other
uilding penetrations as described in Cha ter 4. Some ana& ytcally
predicted levels (Ref. 24) are listed in ixhibit 5-25.
A typical L4 system is sometimes considered to be a link in a
hardened route. Along such a routes, cable is hardened to sustain
150 psi overpressure from blast, repeaters to sustain 50 psi, and COs

10 psi. From information available on construction and Installation
practices along such routes, a typical system as a whole appears to be
well-protected. Neither conducted stresses on penetrators nor direct
illumination fields are expected to cause failures, This expectation
is consistent with test results; no tested L4 component has been determined to fail at full stress levels. The most serious problems observed have been power or transmission outages for a half second, and
power
loop automatic protection shutdown, requiring manual
intervention.

Penetration

Main station
AMI PK-fK

Pover Cables

2900

Aerial Telephone Cable

5200

-

luried L-4 Cable

1000

1000

sewer/Water Pipes

000

-

EXHIBIT 5-25.
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Repeater Station
AM PK-PK1

Analytically Predicted Penetrator Currants.
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5.4

MICROWAVE RADIO SYSTEMS

Long-haul transmission systems frequently use line-of-sight
microwave radio. It was estimated in 1977 that 60 percent of the
circuit-miles in the AT&T toll network were microwave links (Ref. 20).
Radio systems, like cable transmission systems, are made up of
switching and signaling equipment In central offices, and repeater
sites for amplification on long-haul lines. A microwave radio link
junction consists of a structural steel tower holding transmitting and
receiving antennas, waveguides that run down the tower to a building,
and interface, protection, modulation, and multiplexing equipment (or
the inverse) inside the building.
The most common radio systems in the PSN are Frequency Division
Multiplexed - Frequency Modulation (FDM-FM) systems, which carry analog
signals in the GHz frequencies. The most important of these are the TO
Systems, notably TD-2. TD-2 uses vacuum-tube technology, multiplexes
1,500 circuits per radio channel on vertically and horizontallypolarized beams (with interstice channels of the other polarization),
and uses horn reflector antennas. Frequency range is 3.7 to 4.2 GHzaverage repeater spacing is 26 miles and is decreasing (as circuits per
channel increase). The solid-state version, TO-3, is replacing TD-2 on
an evolutionary basis.
Another class of FDM-FM analog systems are the TH systems, notably
It transmits over the 5.925 to 6.425 GHz range, but Is otherwise
similar to the TO systems. TH-3, the solid-state version, is similarly
replacing existing TH 1 stems. TH-3 is expected to carry up to 2,400
circuits per radio channel.

TH-1.

Other bands exist centered around 11 and 18 GHz, but the higher
frequencies are more problematic. The 11 GHz band is limited to shorthaul traffic, but lin s can be used as extensions in congested areas or
as stand-by protection routes. New technology is evolving here at higher frequencies, in SSB (single side-band) radio, and In data transmission at lower frequencies.
As mentioned, equipment is housed in ordinary buildings near the
microwave tower. Radio transmitters and receivers are usually located
as close to the tower as possible to minimize wavegulde losses, and,
consequently, there may be up to another 1,000 feet of coaxial cable
leading to multiplex equipment terminals.
Similar to cable systems, FM systems include protection switching
in event of equipment failure. Protection (idle) channels can be
switched into the normal transmission path.
In addition, patch bays
are located at end stations (main stations) for restoration and routing
flexibility.
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5.4.1

Diffusion And Penetration Stresses

The analysis of penetration stresses entering a building from the
microwave tower and waveguide run was discussed in Section 4.3.4. A
worst-case assessment determined that 6 kA peak-to-peak EMP currents
are expected at the waveguide point of entry into a building. Rise
times of 100 to 400 ns for typical tower heights in the Bell system are
expected. The rate of rise of current for t worst case Is thus determined to be 60 A/ms. Typical lightning transients expected by radio
station designers are 10 kA tower currents with 1 ps rise times
(Rif. 25
The rate of rise in this case it 10 A/ns, which is
comparable to the EMP rate of rise.
The applied practice of bonding and grounding waveguides and ac
power conduits at the building entrance to external and internal ring
grounds provides a significant reduction In transients on penetrators.
osting (Ref. 8) has shown that for signal leads within 10 feet of the
penetator (near zone), induced signals can be reduced by 45 dB or more
using this practice. For leads that are farther away than 10 feet (far
zone), induced transients can be reduced by more than 65 dB. The transient currents expected in this case are 3 A and 34 A on leads in the
far and near zones, respectively. In particular, the coaxial communication cable (in the near zone) connecting the waveguide to the radio
bays can carry over 30 A. Such large currents requ re wavevuides and
coaxial cables extending 10 feet or more inside a large iation have
multiple
Inside theto building.
grounded grounds
at all entrances
equipment They
rooms.should also be multiply

I

.3
3
I

Power line leads are also expected to produce about 1 A of induced
current (see Section 6.2.2) at radio equipment leads. Other penetrators such as water pipes, sewer pipes, fuel lines, and conduits for external lighting are not expected to contribute much current, since
these penetrations are usually not routed near equipment bays.
Diffusion fields are also expected to induce significant interbay
currents as discussed briefly in Section 4.4. Simulated HEMP tests
have been conducted by Bell Labs on TD-2 microwave relays at several
sites (Refs. 26, 27, 28). The microwave terminal equipment tested
includes TD-2 radio bays, protection switching circuits, and multiplexer/demultiplexer subsystems. Exhibit 5.21 li3ts the test sites
used in these studies.
5.4.2

System Response to HEMP

The assessment of the survivability of microwave systems requires
a consideration of penetration currents cuupling to radio equipments,
multiplexers, and protection switching, as well as diffusion coupling
from direct illumination. The present test data base indicates that
the TO-2 microwave equipment is survivable to direct illumination to
HEMP fields of 50 kV/m. However, this testing did not simulate the
direct penetration current expected from the tower and waveguide. Although, the currents induced by direct illumination are less than 2 A,
penet ration currents (due to tower transients) can be 30 to 40 A. This
suggests that the total stress on microwave equipment will be
5-40
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substantially greater than levels tested to date. Actual stress levels
at particular sites, of course, are dependent on placement of equipment
racks (near or far zone) and interior routing of other conductors
i.e., power lines, telephone lines, AM/FM antennas). Tests performed
uring the PREMPT (Ref. 45) program provided some data concerning damage thresholds for some typical radio and multiplex equipment ranging
from g A to 110 A.
In summary, test data indicate that TD-2 microwave systems are not
vulnerable to permanent damage from direct illumination or diffused

fields.

The dominant conducted stress (potentially damaging) would

most likely occur from tower transients. However, the abund&nce of
microwave and radio towers in the PSN and relatively frequent occurrence of lightning transients has led to design practices (i.e., bonding and rounding) that mitigate these surges which have rates of rise
comparaeb? to that of HEMP. It is Inferred that T0-2 systems are therefore survivable to HEMP conducted and diffuse transients.
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6.0

SWITCHING SYSTEMS

Two of the switching systems identified as critical assets in
Chapter 3.0 are reviewed in this section: SESS and 4ESS switches.
This chapter analyzes the expected EMP response of both of these
switches. In this analysis the following EMP issues and associated
practices are discussed:
*

EMP shielding effectiveness of building construction and expected field levels

.

ENP-induced surges on power lines and communication cables and
the effect of these surges on interface equin'ient to the
switch

.

E;P penetrations through ground systems.

The next section describes the central office, with emphasis on the EMP
stress levels for these switching systems. The remaining sections describe in detail the effects of EMP on each switching system.
6.1

CENTRAL OFFICE STRESS LEVELS

Assessment 'of the survivability of switching equipment requires the
determination of the stresses due to the diffusion field (zone 1) and
the conducted stresses on external penetrators (cables, water pipes,
antennas, towers, etc.). The sum of all of these stresses is used as
the composite stress for a worst-case assessment.
6.1.1

Field Levels

Since the advent of the electronic switch, plant designers have
recognized the need to provide a quiet electromagnetic environment for
the switch and associated equipment.
In an urban environment, this is
typically provided by the use of electromagnetic shielding and filters
on power lines to reduce the electromagnetic interference from radio
frequency (RF) sources. Switching sites located away from metropolitan
area, however, may be in quiet electromagnetic environments, and require little shielding. Most central offices in the PSN are of this
latter type, although there is a trend toward increasing levels of RF
interference in both urban and rural areas. AT&T standards and practrices indicate that these buildings are normally constructed in one of
tthree ways (i s discussed in Sections 4.3, 4.4n3)l
(1) reinforced cofcrete, (2) pre-formed concrete, and (3) cinder block with brick veneer
facing.

p•

The high-altitude EMP threat presents a peak electromagnetic field
of about 50 kV/m. Given this external field, Exhibit 6-1 presents the
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Building Shielding Effectiveness.

required bybecause
is provided
shielding
additional
At some central offices,
Interbe
may
shielding
added
This
of EMI considerations.
nal shields in the form of conductive screens inside the plant walls,
screen rooms for equipment, or shielded cabinets for sensitive electronics. These shielding practices are not a standard procedure, but
are usually incorporated into building design and modification as options, depending on site location and circumstances. For example, if a
switching system is to be located near an airport with radar and air
traffic control equipment that radiates high electric fields, equipment
may be placed inside a screen room to protect it from this interference.
Internal shielding can be very effective in reducing diffused field
EMP. Some estimates of the shielding effectiveness of internal shieldIng are (Ref. 14):
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Screen room (60 dB)
Wire screens (20 diB)
Inadvertant shielding (possibly 6 to 10 dB).

Inadvertant shielding arises from the standard practice of placing
switches near the building center where other metallic equipment such
as cable trays, water pipes, and heat ducts may shield the switch.
Another form of inadvertent shielding is due to the frames, cabinets,
and equipment racks of the switch. Testing of a IESS at the Apache
Junction Autovon Station (Ref. 26) with a parallel plate illuminator
showed that 6 ns rise time fields of 35 kV/m were attenuated 15 to
20 dB with rise times slowed to greater than 80 ns. The resultant
effect is similar to that of a lossy low-pass filter. Various polarizations were also injected into the switch area and indicated negligible
variation in the responses.
In addition, fields shielded by building
construction are randomly polarized.
Tests at Apache Junction and Fargo microwave stations measured the
building transfer functions (shielding effectiveness), where Apache
Junction had a 2 psi overpressure construction and Fargo had a 0.5 psi
overpressure construction (see Section 4.4.3). Since shielding effectiveness is a function of frequency, the measurements were made over a
wide range of frequencies (100 kHz to 70 MHz). The minimum shielding
observed at each site was 23 dB and 10 dB respectively for electric
fields, and 15 dB and 0 dB for magnetic fields. These observations
support the correlation of building construction and shielding effectiveness (Section 4.4.3) in the EMP frequency range.
The net shielding of the facility is also influenced by apertures,
which include windows, doors, wall seams and joints, air conditioning
ducts, and other openings in walls, floors, and ceilings. Apertures
allow additional penetration of electromagnetic fields (see Section
4.4.3). The size of apertures and their proximity to critical electronics are usually reduced to minimize electromagnetic interferences.
Apertures do not significantly affect the shielding of switching facilities. Measurements of shielding effectiveness of typical building constructions include the effects of apertures (Ref. 1), hence the influence of apertures is already incorporated in the present analysis.
6.1.2

Power Line Transients (Zone 11

The previous sections of this report (Chapter 4) have presented the
typical stress values expected on external penetrations and the stress
levels brought into the central office from transmission facilities
(cables, waveguides).
The power lines entering the control office are
also significant penetrators. In fact, unshielded aerial power lines
may result in 4 kA transients at the power entry to the building (see
Section 4.2.1).
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Power lines are unique since they are often routed through the
building -incondul-tand are-not exposed inside i building. Outside the
building, power linessare terminated inab-transformer, reducin? the voltag, to that required bythe site Exhibit 6-2 shows a typical power
line termination at a building. Another typical configuration is placement of the line going to the weatherhead pole in an underground conduit.
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U

Typical Power Line Tqrmlnatlon.

Inside the building, the power first passes through the main
circuit breaker and then branches to essential and nonessential (i.e.,
lighting) service buses. From the essential service bus, the power
goes to a transfer switch (actuated when power falls), then to a fuse
panel and power distribution board (the rectifiers powering the facilIty are fed directly from this board). These circuits are almost always protected from lightning by the power company serving the physical
plant. The power company places lightning arrestors (usually carbon
lock or gas tube) at the transformer on the load side of the power
lines. Also, in virtually all physical plants, the telephone company
places Its own (secondary) lightning arrestors in the form of cerbon
block or gas discharge tubes at the weatherhead or at the main breaker
when no weatherhead is used.
The coupling through the transformer does not take place by normal
transformer action. ComTon mode currents couple through the
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capacitdnce between the transformer windings and through the inductance
of the bushings and the leads (Ref. 29), Since this coupling effect is
not well understood, no reduction in current on the power line is assumed when passing through the transformer.
Lightning arrestors may also affect the incoming surge, though
insufficient data are avail able about thblr effectiveness in limiting
the fast-rising EMP transients. This is especially true for carbon
blocks where the response time for "clamping" my be too slow to be
effective. Tests by Bell Labs and the Stanford Reearch Institute
(Refs. 50, 51) on secondary arrestors show reductions in currents of 6
to 15 dB. In view of the uncertainties and limited data, a 6 dB reduction in current is assumed when arrestors are present.

The couplting of the 4 kA signals to equipment at and beyond the

rectifiers has been determined through several tests (Refs. 27, 32, and

33).

Current injection tests were used to measure the coupling-loss

factor to transfnrm exterior currents to interior load currents. (The
coupling-loss factor is the ratio of measured peak equipment lead current to peak injected current.) The results of the tests conclude that
at the rectifiers, a 4 kA signal is reduced by 40 dB (or 40 A). For
nonrectifier leads, the coupling-loss factor is 70 dB (or 1.5 1A.
Thus, power lines generally contribute little to total induced lead currents (with the exception of rectifier leads) in the buildings tested.
6.1.3

Ground System Transients

The central office ground Is a common point to which all ground
connections are made to avoid potential differences. The central office ground is typically obtained by connection to the metallic water
system. Driven ground rods may be used in addition to, or in lieu of,
N
e water pipe. Inside the central office, low resistance connections
to the central office ground are provided throughout the building. The
low resistance connections are attained through the use of large diameter cables, copper or aluminum bars, structural steel, etc. All
groundable metallIc penetrators entering the central office are required to be well bonded to the central office ground. All equipment
racks and other metallic surfaces are bonded to the central office
ground. Emphasis is placed on maintaining potential equalization between equipment ground, power ground, cable shields, protection ground,
and the central office ground.
All ESS equipment is to be bonded to the central office ground
using a single point ground; all equipment grounds for the switch are
electrically isolated from all other grounds except through a single
puint. Because EMP transients will cause large potential differences
between points in the grounding system due to its self-inductance,
large potentials may exist between pieces of equipment that are grounded to different points in the grounding system. Single-point grounding
ensures that all of the equipment in the switch is referencing the same
ground potential, regardless of the potential between that point and
remote earth.
6-5Ql
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The amplitude of current transients in the ground system are
difftcult
to predict.. The currentson all well-bonded penetrators
... ,wavegdeswell-bonded
ctble sheaths, water pipes, etc.) are
all injecteg into the ground system. Portions of the currents on
singly-bonded penetrations also contribute to ground system transients.

The transients on power lines and all of the currents diverted through

surge protection devices are placed on the ground system. The combination of all of these currents (possibly 100 kA or greater) may cause
large potential differences to exist between subsystems unless good
bonding and grounding practices are used.
6.1.4

Eouipment Lead Transients

EMP-Induced transients on the signal leads to switching system
equipment include components arising from two sources: conducted transients on conductors external to the central office (zone 0); and coupling to long conductors inside the central office (zone 1). This section summarizes the procedure for estimating the transients on switching system leads based on these two effects.

3

External conductors (both signal lines and power lines) are
attached to various pieces of interface equipment before entering the
switching equipment; The interface equipment includes modulators/demodulators, multiplexers/demulttplexers, equalizers, office repesters, lightning protection devices, and other terminations. The
interface equipment attenuates the transient on the line, providing
some amount of protection for the switching equipment. However, tIe
attenuation is extremely difficult to predict without detailed knowledge of the circuit design of the interface equipment, and few test
data exist. A worst case attenuation of 0 dB (no attenuation) is assumed unless measured attenuation data exist for a particular piece of
equipment. The transient levels on transmission facilities are described in detail in Chapter 5 and are summarized in Exhibit 6-3.
These levels are assumed to also exist at switching system input leads
that connect to these transmission facilities.
Transmission
Facility

EXHIBIT 6-3.

Peak
Current
(App)

Ti

15

TD-2

1

Central Office Stress Levels On Transmission
Facilities.

As seen in previous sections, coupling to conductors within the central office has two sources: the EMP fields within the building (direct illumination); and couplin due to the currents induced on exterDifnal conductors tht are brought rnto the building (penetrations).
fused Eta field couplin to wires within the central office is covered
In detail in Section 4.3 A summary of the results is presented in
Exhibit 6-4.
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Peak-to-Peak Current (A)
fo(MHz)

tl/o( 8)

Concrete
Block

Poured
in Place

Average

7.2

4.6

10.0

0.3

Median

6.3

4.3

6.0

0.3

Range

1-16

1-8

3-20

0.2-5.0

EXHIBIT 6-4.

Induced Current Waveforms From Direct Illumination

Coupling from penetrations depends on penetrator transients,
routing of the penetrations within the building, routing of the equipment lead of interest, and bonding of conductors. However, the currents Induced on the equipment leads as a result of the penetrators may
be estimated based on existing data bases of EMP test results (Refs.
11, 12, and 13).
The estimation of currents on equipment leads is a two-step
process. The first step is the estimation of the current induced on
the penetrat6r. Induced currents on typical penetrators for a central
office are described in detail in Chapter 4. Measured coupling-loss
factors from EMP testing are used to calculate the induced current on
equipment lead as a result of the current on the ponetrators. The
coupling-loss factor is defined by a ; 20 log (Ip/te), where o is the
coupling-loss factor, Ip Is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the current
on the penetrator, and Is is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the current
on the equipment lead.
Measured coupling-loss factors are greatly affected by bonding to
the central office ground system and proximity of equipment leads to
the ponetrators. Penetrators that are well bonded to the building
ground, including waveguides, coaxial cable sheaths, some aerial cable
sheaths, water pipes, and sewer pipes, exhibit relatively large
coupling loss factors; unbonded or singly-bonded penetrators exhibit
relatively small coupling-loss factors. An example of a singly-bonded
penetrator Is an unshielded telephone line with a surge arrestor for
lightning protection, Unbonded penetrators include unbonded twisted
pair cables and commercial radio antennas.
For simplification of the estimation procedure, the proximity of
equipment leads and penetrators is separated into two cases: near zone
and far zone. The equipment leads are considered to be in the near
zone if the switching equipment is within 3 m of the penetrator. If
there are more than 3 m of separation, it is considered to be in the
far zone.
The peak-to-peak amplitudes of penetrator currents and the measured
coupling-loss factors for equipment leads are summarized in Exhibit
6-5. The coupling-loss factor for power lines to all equipment other
6-7
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The coupling-loss fac-

5

-for themne:a' zone, and65 d8for the far zone. The coupli.g-lois fec.
toe between equipment leidi and singly bonded penetrators Ii 36 dB for
the near zone and 65 dB for the far zone. The coupling-loss factor between equipment leads and unbonded penetrators is 30 dB in the near
zone and 65 dB in the far zone.

3

than switching system equipment leads is 70 dB.

tor between equipment leads for all well-bonded penetrators is45 dB

I
-

I

I

II

.o•l9

I

PAN
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EXHIBIT 6-5. Summary of Penetrator Currents and
Coupl ing-Loss Factors.
Ir

The estimated peak-to-peak amplitude of the transient current on
the switching system equipment leads Isthe sum of all of the contributing effects described above. For example, consider a switching system
"located ina concrete block central office. Ifthe lead of interest is
connected to TI carrier, the direct contribution from the external
cable is 15 A (from Exhibit 6-3). The current from direct illumination
is20 A (from Exhibit 6-4). Ifthe system 15 in the near zone of the
well bonded Ti carrier, the current contribution from the sheath
'6-8

current of the T1 is 22 A (from Exhibit 6-5, 4 kA decreased by 45 dB).
The contribution fror; a waveguide (far zo'e) is 3 A (from Exhibit 6-5),
6 kA Jecreased by 65 dB). The current fiom the power lines is 1 A
(from Exhibit 6-5), 4 k-decreased by 70 dB), Finally, the current
Induced by the water line that enters the building (far zone) is 0.6 A
(from Exhibit 6-5), 1 kA decreased by 65 dB). The estimated total
transient on the signal leads is the sum of each of these components,
or 62 A, peak-to-peak.
6.2

BESS SWITCHING SYSTEM*

The BESS switch is a time-division, digital switching system,
consisting of a complex combination of hardware and software. There
are three major hardware components of a BESS switch: the Administrative Module (AM), the Communications Module (CM), and the Switching
Module (SM).
A block diagram of a BESS switch is shown In Exhibit 6-61
the exact configuration Is customized to meet the requirements of each
particular office.

AM
Proeior

;

Link

C1M

Link

SM

Iu:

EXHIBIT 6-5.
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Functional Diagram Of The 5ESS Switching System.

entitled "Nuclear Weapons Effects Studies for the lESS M Switch,'" which
summarizes work performed by AT&T for the NCS under Contract Number
DCA100-85-C-0094.
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At tiia heart of the AM is the central processor, an AT&T 3B20D
It handles allocation of resources, overall
full)-duplexd computer.
maintenance, an'! interface with operation support systems. The two
major components in the CM are the Message Switch (MSG) and the Time
The MSG directs the routing of control, mainMultiplexed Switch (ilS).
The
messages between the AM and the SMs.
administrative
and
tenance,
of
digitized
switching
space-division
time-multiplexed,
TMS performs
voice signals, internal system inessages, and synchronization pulses.
The SMs are microprocessor-based units that provide the majority of
normal call-processing functions. They serve as the terminý.tions of
all transmission facilities entering the swith, including both lines
and trunks. Such terminations include all required equalization, amplification, and digital-to-analog and analog-to-digitzl conversions.
Each SM also contains its own time slot interchange unit (TSIU) that
performs time division switching for all connections requitzd between
two channels within the module. Connections involving two SMs uses the
TSIUs of both of the SMs and the TMS to form a time-space-time network.
The 5ESS system supports the use of remote switching modules (RSMs)
similar in design to 5ESS interface modules. The main difference is
that RSMs may be located up to 100 miles from the main (host) 5ESS system, usually connected by T1 lines. The RSM tirminates up to 4,000
customer lines and performs all switching functio;.- between lines that
are terminated by the same module. All other connections are passed
through the TMS of the host system.
Stored programs run by the distributed microprocessors in the AM,
CM, an SMs contrbl the 5ESS switch. The distributed memories in a
switch store both office-specific data and program software
SESS switch
("generics") which is common to a whole class of switch.
and
system
processing,
system,
call
the
operating
software controls
administration and maintenance.
Fiber optic cables are used for all communication between the control processor, the MSG, the TMS, and all of the SMs within the central
processor. The format of the lines is a serial PCM digital signal
transmitted at 32.768 Mbits/s. This format contains 256 time slots per
optical fiber. Because fiber optic cables do not directly couple to
electric fields, the signals internal to the switch itself are relatively isolated from EMP interference.
6.2.1

System Response to Direct Illumination

The 5ESS switch does not require any special electromagnetic shielding techniques in the central office; therefore, the incident electric
field is as described in Section 6.1.1. The EMP field tests of the
5ESS switch were conducted at the Air Force Weapons Lab (AFWL) test
The model office was tested under
facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
two EMP simulators. At the first facility, known as the ALECS facility, the equipment was exposed to planar, vertically-polarized fields
of between 5 kV/m and 80 kV/m. At the second facility, known as the
Horizontally Polarized Dipole (HPD), the switch was exposed to spherical, horizontally-polarized fields of 35 kV/m. The fields produced by
6-10

ALECS exceeded the 15 kV/m vertically-polarized component of the threat
specified for this assessment. The fields produced at the HPO did not
meet the 50 kV/m horizontally-polarized component of the threat waveform, although the 35 kV/m field exceeded the field expected inside
many buildings. A 50 kV/m pulse incident on a building offering only
3dB of shielding would result in a 35 kV/m pulse inside the building
itself. The results of the HPD tests were consistent with the results
of the ALECS tests, verifying that the results for the verticallypolarized ALECS fields held for horizontal polarizations as well.
At all levels of testing, some form of system upset occurred. The
faults and upsets that occurred are separated into three categories:
"hardware failures," which resulted in physical damage requiring replacement of hardware; "manually recoverable hardware upsets," which
required human Intervention to restore switch functionality; and "recoverable logic upsets," which resulted In temporary switch disruption,
with the switch returning itself to full operation without human intervention. The main focus of this test was to determine whether exposure
to simulated EMP would result in a loss of service; temporary, automatically recoverable upsets (requiring no human Intervention) were of
lesser concern.
6.2.1.1

Hardware Failures

The 48 V power system for the BESS system (shown In Exhibit 6-7) is
"consistent with the discussion of power systcms In Section 6.1.3. The
commercial AC power is rectified by three 200 A Lineage 2000 rectifiers
(model J87439A) arranged inparallel with the 48 V battery set and a
battery plant controller. Whenever a loss of AC power occurs, the controller transfers the electrical load from the rectifiers to the battery set. Each rectifier alone was capable of fully powering the
switch, although the three rectifiers were gene~ally placed on-line together to share the load, providing the system with a redundant powersupply capability.
Several pulses above 50 kV/m caused the fa!lure of several power
diodes in the rectifiers, leaving the affected rectifier(s) inoperative. One test pulse caused the AC circuit-breakers of all three rectifiers to trip, resulting in a switch to battery power. Every DC-to-DC
power converter in the 5ESS switch also shut down, causing the operation of the entire switch to stop. The diode failure was probably in
response to voltage transients which e:xceeded the 200 V peak reverse
voltage (PRV) rating of the diodes. Diodes rated at 800 V PRV were installed, and the modified rectifiers were exposed to pulses at ALECS up
to 80 kV/m vertical without a single diode failure or power shutdown,
although they were never exposed to the horizontally-polarized fields
of the HPD. The massive power-down shows that the unmodified rectifiers can not be considered survivable to the effects of EMP, Even a
switch to battery power is unacceptable, because the batteries will
only provide power for a limited amount of time. If the failed rectifiers are not repaired before battery power is lost, operation of the
entire 5ESS switch will cease.
AT&T plans to use the 800 V PRV diodes in all Lineage 2000 rectifiers produced as of S'pLumber, 1986, The modified model J87439A
6-!1
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EXHIBIT 6-7.

Power System Of The 5ESS Switching System.

rectifiers survived the effects of the vertically-polarizqd fields of
ALECS, but because they were never subjected to the horizontallypolarized fields of the HPD, their survivability to EMP is undetermined. Model J87439A rectifiers are currently being replaced with a
new model. Other models rated at 100 A and 400 A will soon be introduced, as will a line of lower-capacity rectifiers. Because these new
rectifiers vary considerably in design from the model used in this
test, further testing is needed to assess their vulnerability to EMP.
Induced transients also caused damage to battery plant controller
(Microprocessor and Conventional Controller Systems) components and
shutdown of a single rectifier. The occurrence of the particular problems were highly variable, although it was suspected that the shutdowns
were caused by a rectifier problem. No solution was suggested for
these problems, so it is likely that they will occur again during exposure to actual EMP. While these problems did not cause the switch to
stop operating or to lose its call processing capability, further testing is needed to determine their cause and to verify that the battery
plant controller is survivable to EMP.
The Master Control Center (MCC) terminal or printer communicates
with the 5ESS switch AM through an RS-232C copper-braid shielded
cable. Current injection testing of the TTY interface showed that transients as small as 175 V and 4 A were sufficient to damage the RS-232C
6-12

receive circuit. Therefore during testing, the cables were replaced
with RS-232C optical fiber links, which do not conduct large transients. On the final day of testing, the optical fiber links were replaced with the shielded cables, and permanent hardware failure occurred after Just three pulses, verifying the predicted vulnerability.
The susceptibility of the MCC and MTTYC interface to EMP-induced damage
when using hard-wire cable connections makes it essential to provide
protection if equipment is to survive. While optical links and modems
are available as a well-tested option, they are not normally used in
most SESS switches because they are more expensive than conventional
copper-braid shielded cable.
6.2,1,2

Manually Recoverable Hardware Uashtg

Unless an EMP-hardened link connects the switch
office, certain types of faults will require manual
store full service. This is a very serious problem,
in remote or isolated locations may not manually be
for many days .

to a central
intervention to rebecause switches
returned to service

Pulses as low as 5 kV/m vertical caused several unitt within the AM
to hang-up due to logic upsets within the Power Control and Display Circuits, The problem was solved by reducing the value of a pullup resistor, Slghtly higher field levels caused power converter and Interface
circuits in the switching module to deactivate. The power converter
problem was solved by replacing power control circuitry with a newer,
less noise-sensitive version. The interface circuit problem was solved
by placing a single filter capacitor across a latch input. A similar
correction prevented shutdown of the power supplies to the AM moving
head disks (MHDs).
Additional testing at fields as high as 80 kV/m vertical and 35 kV/m horizontal verified that all the modifications successfully eliminated the faults (only one upset was observed during the
2550 tests of the modified circuitry). AT&T has adopted these circuit
modifications for use in production models of the SESS switch; the modifications appear to solve the sensitivity problems, but assuring survivability of a particular system requires ensuring that these circuit modifications are used in that system.
6.2.1.3

Recoverable Loglc Upsets

The operation of many different electronic circuits in the AM, CM,
and SM was disrupted by exposure to fields of all levels, causing
stable calls to be dropped and the call processing capability of the
switch to be reduced temporarily. The mwan fraction of stable calls
dropped
ex osure
(as shown in
Exhibit 6-8) deviation
is between
16% and after
46%. aThesingle
vertica
bars represent
a oils-standard
variation in the fraction of stable calls dropped. Following several
repeated exposures, a mean fraction of 93% ± 8% of the stable calls
were dropped, while at field levels over 45 kV/m, virtually no calls
could be completed for several minutes.
Immediately following exposure to simulated EMP fields, the switch
beg an automatic fault recovery to isolate the fault and to restore the
call processing ability of the switch. As shown in Exhibit 6-8, the
a•
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efficiency of the switch in completiny calls graduall increased as the
time from exposure increased, but the switch never achieved full recovery, with the efficiency lowest following repeated exposures. With the
efficiency less than 100%, service was not restored to some loops or
trunks, and the likelihood of call blocking occurring ipcreased.
With assistance from an operator at the MCC, the call completion
efficiency reached g?'eatsr thanl99% after about 30 minuies, provided an
oMtical link connected the MCC and BESS switch. It must be stressed
t because many central offioes with BESS switches are not staffed,
prompt restoration of service could not be guaranteed unless remote
switching control centers (SCCs), with survivable links to the CO,
exist.
6.3

4ESS SWITCHINI qYSTFM

The 4ESS is a time-division, digital switching system designed for
use in toll applications. Similar to the BESS, the switching network
of the 4ESS switch is comprised of Time Slot Interchange (TSI) and Time
Multiplexed Switch (TMS) fram(is interconnected to form a time-spacetime network. The OES Is of fundamental importance in the PSN because
of its prevalence and Its significance in the hierarchical switchinq
structure.
The 4ESS switch (see Exhibit 6-9) contains several frames that
terminate trunks and convert signals to suitable format for input to
the TSI. 'The Digital Interface Frame (DIF) terminates up to 160 DS-1
format sitnals and multiplexes them onto 32 lines. OS-1 format signals
include T carrier and t e output of other frames used for trunk terminations. In contrast to the electromechanical switches, the 4ESS system is desi ned to use the digital carrier signals directly, without
conversion aoanalog signals.
The LT-I connector terminates two 12-channel analog group signals
and transmultiplexes them onto one 24-channel OS-1 signal. This connector is used to terminate analog carrier systems in the 60 to 108 kHz
frequency band, The output of the LT-1 connector is suitable for connectlon to the DIF.
Metallic trunks, international format analog carrier trunks, and
other miscellaneous voice frequency circuits are terminated in a D4
channel bank. A D4 channel bank terminates the lines, performs analog
to digital conversion, and multiplexes the digital signals onto a OS-i
format line, which is connected directly to the DIF.
The entire 4ESS system is controlled by the 1A processor. The
processor monitors and controls the operation of all of the other subsystems, establishes and maintains trunk interconnections, and performs
self-checking to locate faulty circuits. As a stored pro ram control
system, the 4ESS system maintains all of the instruction for the processor in semipermanent memory to maximize flexibility and to facilitate rapid implementation of new instruction sets.
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All of the frames communicate with the processor via the peripheral

The processor uses the PUB to send commands to the
unit bus (PUB).
other subsystems, to receive responses from them, and to collect maintenance information. The DIF and 04 channel bank both use the PUB to
transmit signaling Information that is extracted from the trunk lines.
6.3.1

Svstenm Resoonse To Direct Illumination

The 4ESS system does not require any special electromagnetic
shielding techniques in the central office; therefore, the incident
electric field is as described in Section 6.1.1. The 4ESS switch is
designed to the requirements of the Local Switching System General Requirements (LSSGR) (Ref. 61) to operate without degradation while subjected to an electric field with a peak amplitude of 10 V/m for any frequency between 10 kHz and I GHz. This electric field specification is
consistent with the Bell System Practice (BSP) dealing with the radio
frequency interference of switching systems (Ref. 14). This electric
field specification is the guaranteed minimum operational upset threshold; for this assessment, the damage threshold is of interest. As
stated previnusly in this report, a margin of 30 dB to 40 dB can be exILcted between the upset thr-eshold specification and the damage threshole. Therefore, the damage threshold of the 4ESS can be estimated to
be at least 300 V/m.
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The 4ESS system has not been subjected to EMP testing to determine
"actual susceptibility to electric fields. The equipment is contained
In open equipment racks, which offer minimal electromagnetic shielding
for the equipment. Several internal conductors may be long enough to
couple sufficient energy to cause equipment damage. The signal lines
between the DIF and the TSI, and those between the TSI and the TMS are
coaxial cables; the shielding of these lines should prevent appreciable
transients from being induced on the center conductor and causing
damage. The PUB consists of unshielded twisted pair cables that must
connect to each frame within the switch, possibly reaching a length in
excess of 100 m. The PUB is never in the near field of any of the
penetrators described in Section 6.1.4; however, the current due to the
diffused electric field may be as high as 20 A, peak-to-peak. The PUB
is connected to line driver/receiver circuit pacs, which are designed
to withstand transient overvoltages associated with transmission lines.
However, detailed analysis and/or testing is required to accurately
assess the survivability of a 4ESS system subjected to EMP fields.
6.3.2

System Resoonse To Power Lead Transients

Power for the 4ESS subsystems is passed through the AC distribution
equipment, transfer switch, and rectifier described in Section 6.1.2;
the output of the rectifier charges a 140-V battery plant that supplies
power to the 4ESS system. The output of the battery plant is connected
to bulk dc-to-dc converters in the switch. The 24- or 48-V output of
these converters Is distributed to in-frame dc-to-dc converters located
in each rack of 4ESS equipment. The output voltage of the in-frame converters ranges from -28 to +28 V, depending on the requirements of the
equipment in the racks.
As described in 6.1.2, little of the 1 kA transient on commercial
power lines is expected to pass through the rectifier to the battery
plant. Any transient passing through the battery plant is then attenuated by the large capacitances of the two dc-to-dc converters before
entering any circuit pacs in the equipment. For these reasons, transients on the power leads of the 4ESS system are not likely to be large
enough to cause permanent damage; however, EMP testing of the power system is required to verify this conclusion.
6.3.3

System Resoonse To Signal Lead Transients

Estimation of the signal lead transients for switching systems is
discussed in Section 6.1.4. The 4ESS system is typically placed in the
center of the central office; as far away from any penetrators as practical. Therefore, the equipment attached to signal leads is assumed to
be in the far zone from all penetrators. Although the actual estimation depends on which penetrators are present in the central office,
reasonable estimates of the transients on signal lines are 40 A for concrete block construction and 25 A for reinforced concrete construction.
The vulnerability of the 04 channel bank is addressed in Section
5.1.4. Based on field testing, both the digital inputs (receive units)
and the voice frequency inputs were found to be vulnerable to damage as
a result of EMP transients. The DIF is similar in technology,
6-17
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function, and application to the 04, and may be presumed similar in
survivability. The LT-1 connector inputs are sufficiently differentI
from any D4 inputs that no conclusions can be drawn about their survive.
bility. Detailed analysis and EMP testing are required to conclusively
assess the survivability of these interfaces for the 4ESS switch.
System Resbonse To Ground System Transients

6.3.4

Transients in the central office ground system are described in
Section 6.1.3. As with the 5ESS system the 4ESS switch utilizes a
single point ground, which provides isoiation from transients in the
ground system. Large current transients in the ground system may cause
differences in potential between the ground connection of the switch
and that of the peripheral equipment. Such potentials may cause large
potential differences between the leads on the peripheral equipment and
those on the switch; the resultant current may damage the equipment attached to the leads. Much of the equipment required to convert signals
to the internal format of the 4ESS switch is included in the switching
system itself; this equipment shares the single point ground with the
rest of the system. As more peripheral equipment is included within
the switch itself, the single point ground system is increasingly effectilve at mitigating the effects of transients in the ground system.
6.4

I

SUMMARY

With the hardware modifications discussed in Section 6.2 in place,
the BESS switch and associated power system suffered no permanent hardware damage. The switch remained operational following exposure to
threat-level fields, but a significant fraction of calls were dropped
and call processing capability was reduced. Automatic recovery slowly
restored call processing efficiency but never to 100%.
5ESS power systems produced before September, 1986, were shown to
be susceptible to induced transients. Modified power system rectifiers
were shown able to survive threat-level vertically-polarized fields,
but because they were never subjected to threat-level horizontallypolarized fields, their survivability remains undetermined. Power is
supplied by batteries as a result of a complete shutdown of the rectifiers, but this is only a temporary solution to the problem; once
battery power is lost, the 5ESS is rendered completely inoperative.

,

For upsets not caused by hardware failures, the switch can be restored to full operation by an operator at the MCC, provided the switching office is staffed, or by an operator at the SCC, provided the SCC
and its link to the CO are survivable. It must be emphasized, though,
that many COs are not staffed, and projections call for even less staffing in the future. The links between remote SCCs and COs have not been
shown to be generally survivable, and there are no plans to either retrofit existing links with survivable ones or install survivable links
in new systems. Because it is quite likely that the CO is not staffed
and the remote SCC links are not survivable, realistic expectations dictate that the 5ESS switch Is not survivable to EMP exposure.
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Available data are insufficient to determine the efects of EMP on
the 4ESS switching system. Conclusions about the survivability of the
5ESS switching system cannot be directly applied to the 4ESS system,
because their technologies are fundamental y different. Because no EMP
test data exist for the 4ESS system, conclusions about the survivability of 4ESS switching system must be based on implications of related
EM test data and the use of elecromagnetic protection practices. However, available data are sufficient to make observations concerning potential strengths and weaknesses of the systems.
$Sswitching system against EMP fields
The survivability of the
is greatly affected by the use of open equipment racks and the use of
long, unshielded wires for the PUB. The use of extensive filtering in
the power distribution system and the use of a single point ground sys tem should provide significant protection for the 4ESS equipment. The
D4 was shown to be vu nerable to typical EMP conducted transients; in
test data the DIF must be presumed similar in vulnerathe
absence
to theof D4.
bility

S~

The observations presented here are only indications of potential
strengths and weaknesses of the 4ESS system in a EMP environment, Conclusions about its response to EMP require more detailed analysis and
results of EMP simulation testing of typical configurations of this
the
system.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 7.1 summarizes conclusions drawn in other chapters about

the performance of the assessed.systems after exposure to HEMP fields;
Section 7.2 makes recommendations concerning future activities for the
NCS EMP Mitigation Program.

7.1

C

Conclusions concerning the effects of EMP on selected network

elements are as follows:

=•

The TI carrier system is vulnerable to the effectls of HEMP.
TI system elements have been exposed to simulated HEMP
fields; the results were then analytically extrapolated to
full threat values. Lightning protected repeaters were not
damaged; however, D4 channel banks suffered service-affecting
damage during both direct illumination and current-injection
testing that simulated the expected central office
environment.
The FT3C mul'ti-mods system tl vulnerable to the effects of
ffaP. Threat-level fields and injected currents did not
produce any signal disruptions or service-affecting hardware
damage during testing of the optical cable and splice case;
both elements appear to be survivable to the effects of
HEMP. Available test data on the survivability of CO and LRS
equipment are inconclusive, since threat-level currents were
not injected into all subsystems. Unmodified power
converters were shown to be vulnerable to threat-level
transients. Power converters incorporating several hardware
modifications proved robust, although the test
configurations using modified power converters were not
typical of most LRSs and COs. The modified power converters,
therefore, can not be considered survivable to EMP based on
available test data. Because both line repeater station
"(LRS) and central office (CO) equipment rely upon the power
converters to power them, the entire FT3C system must be
considered vulnerable.
The L4 and LS systems are robust to HEMP effects. These
systems are designed for survival in a nuclear environment;
all cable is buried and repeaters are well bonded and well
grounded. Detailed computer analyses and HEMP simulation
tests indicate that some temporary system outages will occur,
but that no equipment will be damaged as a result of HEMP.

7-1
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U
Tho TD-2 microwave radto system 'A sugvivabl,

to HEMP

Threat level, free-field HENM simulation testing
as pooduced upsets such as the activation of protection
switching and frequency shifting, but has produced no failurea. Low-level current-injection tests caused no failures.
High-level testing has not beer done but comparison of predicted HEMP-induced currents to expected lightning-induced
transients on microwave towers Indicates that TD-2 aystems
are also survivable Agaititt conducted transients.
~
1)-.lS
Thm~ wtho_~storm

I
U

asvulnorsble to thl Iffeetz of-•

----. Several sa' ice-affectin hardware failures occured
under eXposure t, threat-level ftelds. With several hardware
modificationc in place, the hardened BESS switch suffered no
permanent hardware damage, although a significant number of
calls were dropped and cal processing capability was reduced. Manual recovery was required to restore call processin efficiency to greater than 99%; however, most central
offices housing BEeS switches are not staffed and the survivability of remote links has not been demonstrated. To ensure
the survivability of a particular BESS system requires verifi,
cation that the identified hardware modifications have been
installed and verification that either the site will'be
staffed or that a survivable remote link has been established.
v~m m r
100wtcinA
xtstin a teit data on th 4
HEMP. No tests
to
vW A rerabtltt
tnu fC gotta asestt
or theoretec- ina&ss o. the E response of the 4ESS system existi the results of the BESS system assessment cannot
be applied to the 4ESS system. In t e absence of test data,
no definite conclusions can be drawn.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations concerning future efforts in this program are as
follows:
.

hii effects of HEMP on the 4ESS switching svstlm should he
determined throu~Iah
Aet and anailysts. The configuration

assessed should Include typical line termination equipment,
including Digital Interface Frames (DIFs), LT-1 connectors,
and 04 channel banks. Typical lengths of the Peripheral Unit
Bus (PUB should also be Included. The configuration should
also inc ude appropriately placed lightning protection devices,
The results of the current studyv to d rmine the sensitivity
2f the network-level HEMP-Affects model should be used to
dientify And prioritize ctitlcIl1 t:6lcommunicatians assets,
The NCS has developed a model to predict the effects of HEMP-

induced equipment failures on telecommunications networks.

Current efforts include a study to determine the sensitivity
of predicted network performance to input data. The
7-2
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telecommunications equipment critical to the NSEP capabili-

ties of the NCS should be identified and prioritized based on
the results of the sensitivity study. This prioritization
should be used as a basis for allocating resources for future
tests and analysis of telecommunications equipment in support
of this program.
o n
ngrBISS switchng syst aekmsg ld b
survivabilityo
-.
end anlsah

Remaining issue
resle
#%Itn ba
motoe tnks to

Ste$ shou
*ES

be determined.

Further test-

ing of existing 5ESS power system rectifiers isneeded to verify their survivability. Several new models of rectifiers
are planned for use in future 5ESS power systems; these rectifiers must be thoroughly tested before any system in which
these are used can be considered survivable to EMP.

Remai nRna isse
86nMa
AAAWAA
rnn
re-solved by taNttno end

T3rC arrier systems should be
ily27ts,

Threat-level currents

shouald binjected Into all CO and LRS equipment subsystems,
so that their survivability can be determined. Further
testting of EMP-hardened power converters using test configurations typical of most LRSs and COs is needed to verify
their survivability to EMP. S1ngle-modg fiber optic systems
should be tested to assess their survivability to EMP, and a
comparison should be made to the results of the FT3C
multi-mad system assessment.
The ..'"d'
)mcoaessessould
0enneo be
eavaluated trouoh test and analyss
The TD-2 microwave sys.-•tem is base on vacuum tube techno ogy; the TD-3 system Is a
solid state replacement for the TD-2 system. Solid state components tend to be less survivable than their vacuum tube
equivalents. This evaluation Is required to determine if the
TD-3 system is as robust as the TO-2 system.
Remaining issues concerntno 11 systems should be resolved by
tsn and analysis. Not all T1 line repeaters in the PSN
are ightning protected. Therefore, T1 repeaters without
lightn ng protection should be tested in typical configurations. In addition, typical splice case configurations need
to be tested with current injection on the sheath, as coupling to signal wires from bond straps can be a significant
part of the threat to Ti line and office equipment.
ThMH rosnonsas ofeau oment fromn di*fferent vandorzsshould
ba anailyzed to evaluate methods of relatina9 test results forlone system to thCurvivsbillitv of another
Various vendors
manufacture similar equipment for the telecommunications industry, e.g., Ti line termination equipment, channel banks,
and local, digital switching systems. The ability to relate
the survivability of similar pieces of equipment would minimize the amount of testing required to assess the effects of
HEMP on telecommunications networks.
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~The
presant analvsil should be extended to include the

~

e

e erly me, mid tme, and late
time (MHD EMP) effects. The faster rise time of the new
threat can create higher peak level transients on cables and
anterina leads. The HHD EMP can create large transients on
vary long cables. Analysis including these effects may identify additional EMP vulnerabilities In teleconmunnlcatons assets.
Aflal~yt Isyould inclu
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